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Carter may go 
to sign treaty 
CAIRO (CP} -- Egyptian 
President Anwar Sadat said 
Monday that President 
Carter has accepted an in- 
vitation to come to Egypt to 
witness the 'signing of an 
Egypt ian- Is rae l i  peace 
treaty resulting from the 
Camp David accords. 
The Egyptian foreign , 
ministry, meanwhile, said IN LEBANON 
Sadat has received and 
accepted an invitation from 
Carter to attend peace talks 
in Washington with Israel. 
A ministi;y spokesman 
said Carler has proposed 
that the talks begin Oct. 12. 
Addressing parliament, 
Sadal said the historic talks 
could not have been sue- 
cess.ful without Carler 's 
perseverence. 
U.S. officials said a Carter 
visit to Egypt would depend 
on how quickly Egypt and 
Israel can forgc a Ircaty to 
end their 30 years  of 
hostility. The talks are to 
.pen at the ministerial level 
in Washington on eel. 12 with 
a projected settlemenl by 
Dec. 17. The Untied States 
will be a full participant. 
Ihey said~ 
"President Carter will go 
down in history as one of the 
great leaders who changed 
Ihe lace of history from 
bitterness to love and from 
wars to peace," Sadat told 
parliament. 
Sadat's praise--greeted 
Mui r  ( r ight)  pressed the f lesh with in Terrace by Er ic  Brorup.  . with ringing applause-was 
JV tonday .  Ken.  M.ayner ..while-4OcaL~MLA .-Cyri l  :: ~.. - . ...... :i. ~', " . followed by harsh words for 
• ' ........ ":~ . . . . . . . .  " "~:  " '": Arab ldaderscritical of thb 
t 
Socreds coming to rescue 
Mair tells the Rotary Club 
byGregMiddlelon Speaking at a luncheon 
Social Credit Cabinet meeting at the Lakelse 
Minister RMe Mair told the Hotel, Mair gave the group a 
'Terrace Rotary Club peek into the presentation 
Monday that although this the province is planning to 
country was being make on the question of 
threatened by the Quebec national unity. Mairsaidthe 
seporatists, the provincial presentation, which he 
described as nine or 10 
government was going to volumes and the finest effort 
make a strong effort to keep any government has made, 
It toget~r. 
will deal with three main 
areas. 
"The sit uation in Quebec is 
nol the problem," Mair said, 
and went on to state that it 
was .nly evidence of other 
problems, Mair described 
these problems as being 
partly geographical and 
partly historical. He said 
that part of the problem was 
ORIGIN UNKNO IVN 
Epidemic plagues village 
LOWER POST, B.C. (CP) About 10 per cent of the 
- -Th is  smal l  British local population of 180 
Columbia Indian community persons has been diagnosed 
d~e to the Yukon border is as tubercular, almost twice 
sufferring from a serious as many cases as in the 
outbreak of tuberculosis .entire 24,000 Yukon popu- 
whose origin is unknown. 'latEen, say federal health and 
Rules eased up for 
welfare officials. 
Eighteen tuberculars have 
been diagnosed here since 
September, 1977, said Dick 
Arisen, Yukon regional 
director for the medical 
services branch of the health 
'and welfare department. 
Arisen said in a recent 
intcrview that there were 
only 10 cases in the Yukon in 
1977. 
ile said luberculosis 
generally flourishes where 
there are minimal diets, 
heavy drinking and 
inadequate housing, adding 
that those conditions are 
often found in many small 
northern communities. 
But lie said he could find no 
reason for the high incidence 
here. 
Brian Maraele, vice- 
. president of United Native 
Nations, said that Lower 
Post residents suffer more 
from TB because they are 
more demoralized than other 
norlhern residents. 
"They cannel see anything 
further than the next welfare 
cheque or the I~Jttle," said 
Maracle who has been 
asking federal and 
provincial authorites to help 
the area. 
lte said lack of a local 
structure and a feeling of 
isolation are the cause of 
greater hoplessness com- 
pared with other northern 
communities where jobs are 
scarce, housing and diets are 
poor and drinking heavy. 
"Probably Lower Posl Is 
demoralized because it has 
these problems to a far 
greater degree •than any 
other community," he said. 
Camp David accords and 
who regard him a traitor for 
signing [hc agreemenl with 
Israel. 
He called Col. Moammar 
Khadafy of Libya "a crazy 
child." 
lie invited King tlussein .f 
that this country suffers J . rdan Io "assume his 
from too much geography, responsibililics. 1 invile 
He also said Ihat some of Syrian .fficials to take parl 
Canada's institutions were in tire talksso as ~o deal wilh 
rooted ice much in the pasl. the I~raeli withdrawal from 
"II's in our interest to Ihe Golan tlleigh,st," lie 
make this country work, said. 
Mair said. Mair went on to Healso called on leaders of 
say thai the provincial zltc Palesline Liberation 
governmenl wants .to keep Organization I. end whal he 
called Iheir farcical dif- 
cent ,  page 3 fercnces. 
"This is whal Egypt was 
able lode at this stage ... we 
do n,t claim Io have reached 
a comprehensive s t t lemem, 
bud we have prepared the 
r,ad toward a tom: 
prehensive settlement,'" 
Sadat said. 
"If any Arab leadership 
He said that while othcr can do better, we say to it 
communities have federal 'yes' in all sincerity," Sadal 
Canada Works projects, lie conlinued. 
knows of no other com- 
munity so isolated from 
outside help and dewfid of 
structures to solve its .own 
problems. 
Avison said a mobile unit 
from a modern hospital in 
Watson Lake, Yukon, will 
make a full TB survey of 
On domeslic issues, Sadm 
said peace will be hdlowed 
by formation t i t  a new 
cabinet and a new 
prosperity. 
*'1 know therc are now de- 
mands tltat I dewqe as much 
energy to rite internal front 
as i dewlted Io the search for 
immigrant workers 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Ira- States travellers and 
migration officials an- requiring visas from visitors 
nounced Monday they are in five new countries. 
loosening employment  Citizens of Cuba, Ecuador, 
restrictions on selected El Salvador, Ghana and 
groups of workers, easing Uganda now will have to 
passport rules for United obtain visitor's visas abroad. 
Toddler found dead, 
i nvest igat ing  ' police" ' " 
He did not criticize Egypt Iraqi news agency reported 
for its bilateral move for Iraqi President Ahmed 
peace with Israel and added Hassan eIBakr is planning to 
"J .rdan will not close any send a personal envoy to 
doors which mighl lead to Syria to explain his 
~ermination of occupation" proposals for countering the 
of Arab territory by Israel. Camp David accords. 
In Nicosia, the official Syria and Iraq have been 
Pdice are still in- 
vestigating an incident in 
which a 14.month old child 
was found dead at about 5:30 
plm. Saturday in the 4500 
block Little Avenue. 
The child apparently died 
u the result of a motor 
vehicle accident but police 
say their investigation isn't 
complete and they can't 
release any more in- 
formation at this time. The 
child's name has not yet 
been made public as next of 
kin has not yet been notified, 
An autopsy has been 
performed but there is no 
word yet as to whether or not 
an inquest will be called. No 
residenls here on Oct. 17. 
He said his department 
will also conduct further 
testing of the town's water 
supply and results are ex- 
~ectcd in about two weeks. 
Ix, ace," Sadal said. 
At the United Nalions, 
Jordanian Foreign Minisler 
ilassan Ibrahim said 
Monday Ids counlry will 
conlinuc talks wilh Ihe 
charges have been laid. 
Police are also in- 
vestigating an estimatec 
$2,000 damage to a mobile 
home done by vandals 
sometime in the past week. 
The unit is on Old Lakelse 
Lake Road. 
While police are looking 
for vandals, they are also 
looking for a 1955 or 1956 
Chevrolet, 2-ton truck. Thc 
truck, which is red with a 
silver box, was stolen from 
Twin Valley Mobile Homes. 
In addition, police arresled 
a youth in the Thornhill area, 
on Highway 16, after a 
complaint hat someone was 
exposing himself to passing 
motorists, 
at loggerheads ince Iraq 
withdrew its forces from the 
Golan Heights after the Oct. 
1973 Arab-Israeli war to 
protest a Syrian-Israeli 
disengagement agreement. 
But they are apparently 
_ drawing closer. 
Fighting continues 
to pry Syrian troops from 
two bridges leading into the 
Chrislian sector of Bet ut. 
Tire bridges control the 
militia's supply lines. 
The right-wing Voice of 
Lebanon radio claimed the 
militia destroyed 12 Syrian 
artillery batteries in the hills 
.verlooking the capital, but 
the Syrians had no comment 
on the claim, which could not 
be independently verified. 
Police estimated that 215 
civilians had been killed and 
about 500 wounded in 
fighting since Wednesday. 
East Beirut's morgues and 
hospitals are reported 
clogged and blood banks 
dra ined .  The Christians 
reported more than 30 bodies 
were pulled from the rubble 
of collapsed buildings in one 
area during a lull in the 
fight ing. 
In his address, President 
BEIRUT tAP) -  Under 
Ihe cover of bne of the 
fiercest arlillery and rocket 
at tacks t his beleaguered city 
has seen, Syrian troops 
Monday rescued 50 fellow 
soldiers who had been 
trapped for two days by 
Chrislian militiamen. 
Meanwhile, President 
Elias Sarkis promised to try 
to make another attempt at 
ending the renewed warfare 
thai has killed and wounded 
hundreds in less than a week. 
Right ist s said 32 Lebanese 
were killed and more than 
200 wounded in ~he Monday 
clashes. Sixteen buildings 
were demolished and 61 
apartments were set on fire 
as ~l)e Syrians advanced. 
The heavy barrage of 
artillery rockets, mortars 
attd machine-guns subsided 
at daybreak, but all routes 
into Christian East Beirut 
were blocked by Syrian Sarkispromised to come up 
, r.adhl~icks~'..and sniper fire.... :with,a.new. governmentand. 
The fight ing continued into a new security plan within l0 
thedayasmilitiabandstried days to curb the fi~_.htin~ 
Government sources aid the 
president needed lime to talk 
with Syrian President Hafez 
Assad, due to return to 
Damascus from East 
Germany and Moscow at the 
end of the week. 
Sarkis said he would bring 
opposing politicians into his 
new government, a plan he 
iried unsuccessfully lasl 
spring. Sarkis did not give 
details of his new peace plan, 
.r say why he expected it to 
work, olher than to say he 
foresaw "a new Lebanon 
better than before and much 
better than now." 
Last spring, Prime 
.Minimer Selim El Hess and 
his cabinet resigned because 
they were unable to deal with 
the clashes between rightist 
Christian militia bands and 
the Syrians. Hess and his 
cabinet stayed in office, 
however, because political 
leaders could .not= agree on .  
the composRion of a new 
government. 
Some carriers revolted 
before voting finished 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Robert 
McGarry, president of the 
Lelter Carriers Union of 
Canada, said Monday "it's a 
shame" that 40 Windsor, 
Ont. carriers decided to 
strike before the rest of the 
country had finished voting 
tin a tentative contract set- 
tlement, 
"The final vote result will 
be announced Oct. 10 and I 
wish we could keep it quiet 
until then," McGarry said. 
John David. president of 
Local 16 of the union in 
Windsor, said executives of 
his local voted 9 to 4 Sunday 
to resume strike action 
because they were 
dissatisfied with the ten- 
tative agreement reached 
early last Wednesday. About 
40 , f  Windsur's 270 letter 
carriers were off their jobs 
Mmlday. 
David said the tentative 
settlement " is  not even 
worth taking to the mem- 
bership." 
McGarry said in an in- 
terview 1he 40 in Windsor 
were Ihe only striking 
carriers out of the mem- 
bership of 19,000. 
"1 don't mind so much that 
4o voted against it," 
McGarry said. "But I think 
they should stay on the job 
until eveybody gets a chance 
to vote and decide on how the 
country is going to go." 
A union business agent had 
been sent to Windsor "to 
straighten things out." 
The union estimates it 
squeezed an additional $4 
million out of the federal 
ireasury board in 
negot iat ions conductec 
through the federal abor de- 
partmem last week. 
Rotating strikes were 
called off by union leaders 
after negotiators reached a 
compromise agreement for 
wage increases of 43 cents an 
hour in the first year of an 18- 
month contract and an ad- 
ditional 27 cents in the final 
six months of the agreement. 
Government negotiators 
had originally said their 
,ffer of 40 cents an hour in 
the first year and30 cents an 
hour in the last six months 
was final• 
For most of the carriers, 
the compromise means $137 
more than they would have 
received under the govern- 
ment's original offer. 
Sorters and clerks 
the next to strike 
OTTAWA (CPt . - -  The 
22,000 mail sorters and 
postal clerks represenled by 
the Canadian Union of Postal 
Workers likely will be in a 
legal strike position Oct. 12, 
two days after the re- 
sumption of Parliament. 
The mediation report is to 
be released to the parties 
Oct. 5 and Io be made public 
Oct. 6. 
SET TO EXPAND 
Key issues in dispute are 
technological cimnge and the 
use of casual, non-union 
labor in the post office. 
The union wants the right 
to negotiate technological 
changes before they are 
int reduced to reduce adverse 
effects of such ahanges on 
employees. It also wants an 
end ~o the use of casual, non- 
union labor in the post office. 
Hazelton firm gets grant 
lena Campagnolo, member ol 
parliament for Skeena, an- 
nounced in Victoria today that 
Rim Forest Products has ac- 
cepted a federal government 
grant to help expand its 
operations in Hazelton. 
Campagnolo, on behalf of 
Marcel Lessard, federal 
minister of regional economic 
expansion (DREE), announced 
that the Vancouver firm, has 
accepted an incentive offer 
made by DREE under the 
Regional Development In- 
centives Act (RDIA). 
The DREE offer of $1,270,000, 
which will assist with an ex- 
pansion of the company's 
existing sawm,II and planer 
facilities at Itazelton, 
represents 20 per cent of the 
eligible capital costs of the 
expansion. 11 is expected that 
the expansion will result in the 
creation of 48 direct new jobs. 
An additional 55 employees are 
expected to be involved in the 
harw.,sting and transportalion 
of logs h,r the mill. 
The current company 
operation began in 1972 with 
assistance provided under the 
ARDA program, which was cost 
slulred between DREE and the 
Brilish Columbia Ministry of 
Agriculture. Thai project 
resulted in the creation of 102 
direct jobs in the mill and 70 
connected with woods 
operations. A large proporlion 
of these jobs are filled by people 
of nalive ancestry, making Rim 
Poresl Products one of the 
largesl employers of native 
people in the area. It is expected 
thai this employment pallern 
will continue with respecl Io 
new jobs to be creeled by the 
expansion, to which the newly 
anmmnced incentive offer 
applies. 
Under the Regional 
De~,elopment Incent ive~ 
Program, which is ad- 
ministered bv DREE, 
manufacturing add processing 
companies in designated 
regions of the country are of- 
fered grants or loan gnaranlees 
to help tltem modernize, ex- 
pand, produce new products or 
open up planls in areas where 
growth potential is nut being 
fully realized. 
There have been 13 such in- 
centive offers made and ac- 
cepted in northern British 
Columbia since the area was 
designated in June of lasi year. 
These offers, with a total value 
of $3.5 million, are expected Io 
resull in the crealivn of 251 
direct jobs. 
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ACCORD~G TO CLARK NEWS N BRIEF ":- 
Do l la r  reflects Trudeau's credit duomedSAN Dlpi~Got'OtAPl)m--ad- bYAdministration, show " o t h e  FederalAviation 
vis.ry tirol his jel was going evidence of joking or inat- 
tention on the part of the PSA TORONTO (CP) --  The policies of intervention i  the not some time before 
weakness of the Canadian private sector and adoption Christmas as Finance 
dollar on world markets of programs he once con- Minister Jean Chretien has 
represents an international demned, such as wage and promised. 
vote of non.confidence in the price controls, have given He said the government's 
government of Prime the governing Liberals and economic policies have been 
Minister Trudeau, Oppo- consequently Canada a incoherent and aimed at 
sition Leader JoeClark said reputation of being redistributingwealtbinstead 
Monday. unreliahle, of generating new wealth. 
Speaking to a appreciative The Progressive Con- "That is a prescription for 
audience of 1,350 at a servative leader called on new economic disaster," he 
Canadian Club luncheon, the federal cabinet to said. 
Clark said Trudeau's producea budget this month, "The priority--for at least 
(nn mt GlUE wig 
IILL THE (OmFORTS 
OF HOME... 
Now you  can  go anywhere  and  st i l l  have  those  
comfor ts  o f  home.  Take  your  vacat ion  th i s  year  
i n  one  o f  our  fabu lous  recreat iona l  veh ic les .  ~ ~J -  
I t s  the  on ly  way  to  ge l  ~ 
1918 FORD THUNDERBIRD _~'mQK 
V-8, Automatic, Till Wheel, Cruise Control . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~Ole |~q~Nk~ 
1977 HONZA .~ .R.'4 ~ R 
3 Door VS auto . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ l l i ~ ~  
1977 OHEV BELAIRE ~ $499fi 
4 Door Sedan V8 auto, P.S., P.B.- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  - i r - - -~-~,=-  
1977 MUSTANG " _t_KKO_K 
3 door V-8, 4 speed, T roof, stereo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  q~IgVg l~q~V 
1977 PLYMOUTH VOLAIRE _~_KaOK 
3 door, V.tl, auto. trans . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  q~l i l~" i l '~V 
1977 BRONCO ' $gg9S 
Explorer 4x4' V.9 auto.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . , . , . . . , , . * . . , . , . . , * , ,  "q i " 'w~ 
1976 INTERNATIONAL $1.5696 
lVz ton with steel deck, low mileage, excellent service truck . . . .  
1976 FORD F2SO CREW I)AB $7196 
4x4. VAI auto. trans. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1976 DATSUN 280Z _~ltnOK 
OnlYlO,O00 Miles. Excellent Condition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  q~I~VVVV 
1976 KAPLUN TENT TRAILER 
,.,,,...,0..x..,,..,..,,.. .. ........................... $2495 't 
1976 DODGE {)ORONET $3895 
2.door, V.6, automatic . . . . .  , . . . .  , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1074 I)HEV PICKUP 
. _ _ ,w , .  ......................................... $2996 
1977 18' SANGSTER 
166 H,P, Mercury inboard outboard, Easy load trailer, 
Toilet - Dopth Sounder, Goe-bee Radio. Like now condition 
In recognition ol progfnssive management . . .  
modern sills and service facilities...sound 
merchandising pract ices. . .high quality stan- 
dards. . .end continuing interest in r-'tdnring 
superior service to owners ol the Ford family of 
fine products. 
':PRESENTED 
TO: 
Torraoe Totem Ford Sales Lid, 
4631 Keit5 
DOOTlTA 
the next five years--must be 
to enlarge the economic pie, 
not slice it into thinner and 
thinner pieces." 
Clark won applause when 
he reiterated his party's 
commit mere to stimulate the 
private sector as the best 
way to encourage economic 
growth. 
He said a Conservative 
government would cut 
federal personal income 
laxes by at least $2 billion, 
.particularly among low-and 
middle-income families. 
Clark was in Toronto as 
part of a four-day swing 
through southern Ontario to 
campaign on behalf of 
Conservative candidates in 
federal byelections Oct. 16. 
He also pledged a virtual 
freeze on hiring in public 
services for three years, 25- 
per-cent cuts in spending on 
New d isp lay  at 
Ter race  museum 
The Terrace Mini Museum 
is displaying a number of 
unusual items throughout 
the month of October, in- 
cluding stone artifacts from 
the archaelogical ex- 
cavations at the Kitselas 
site. 
This display was returned 
to the Terrace Museum 
located on Keith Avenue by 
the National Museum of 
Canada. 
• Another display is a 12-foot 
totem pole, carved by 
Horace Stevens from 
Greenville in the Nasa River 
area. It is called the pole of 
Sharp Teeth (Shag-Gaw- 
Wane). 
The Mini Museum has a 
selection of tools used in 
earlier years when work was 
done by hand and horses. In 
addition to having displays 
of pioneer lifestyles, it is 
featuring items of the Indian 
heritage and photographs of 
Terrace and its activities 
(ram the past. 
It is open weekdays from 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 
FALL CHECK.UP 
$1B" Includes 
OILAND FlffER 
Install ne~ MololC,,ln fdte¢ 
respect E,.austS~,stem EXPIRES OCT. t4th 
ShOCk Ab$orbe,s 
stee,,9 L,n~a~ ' .,~-_.=-:g ~: ,¢. '~ .,k~ I 
f,on| ann Rea, Sus0ens ,on~ ~'~. , :~m "~ 
Rad,alof ano Heale¢ Hoses 
Atl Fluid Levels .,,c,.., ~.,,., ,. ~ ~t~T'~..q~¢E~Y :'°°s"'e'°:'°:Z"es 2fi_. ~,~..~-~r 
ooo,.,.~es ' - 'g ~ ~L~."--? ~ .~ '  i 
Deck L,O H,noes L.&-- 7 • ' ~ ~=4w4~=- tt~---, ~'~';. ~ l ",es, c .... ,,o,.e=.,., ... ='.'; ~ m; VV 
ProtegtlOn 
Battery Spec.t*c G,,t~,h at. *.Terrace Totem Ford Sales Ltd. 
• . ,,ghts a.a S,gnn,~ 4~11 Keith • 635-a~4 
Passenge, CarsanOi,gm t,,,r~s I~Jel"  Lioff lm Nun'd~r DOO727A 
t 
government contracts and 
public relations and the sale 
of some Crown agencies Io 
private business. 
Clark said Conservative 
election viet.ries in Nova 
Scotia attd Manitoba during 
the last year have put the 
federal Conservatives in a 
good position to negotiate a 
new Confederation with the 
provinces instead of making 
constitutional changes 
unilaterally. 
He said his party will not 
sit quietly during the months 
before the spring election 
while the Trudeau govern- 
ment makes unilateral 
changes to the Senate, the 
Supreme Court of Canada 
and the monarchy. 
Thegovernment of Canada 
does not own those in- 
stitutions, he said. 
"We would change the 
constitution in co-operation 
with the provinces, instead 
of attempting to  act 
unilaterally. And we would 
discuss ehange~ inpowers as 
well as in institutions." 
Clark said Trudeau owes 
Canadians a new cabinet 
before Parliament resumes 
next month. 
"Mr. Trudeau's own back 
benchers describe it as the 
weakest cabinet in Canadian 
history," he said. 
"The most dramatic 
symbol of the weakness is 
that Otto Lang has three 
portfol ios--and Andre 
Ouellet two." 
Lang now holds the port- 
folios of justice, tran. 
sportstion and is minister in 
charge of the wheat board. 
Outlier is acting labor 
minister and minis~ter of 
urban affairs. 
Clark promised, if elected, 
to strengthen the role of the 
House of Commons and the 
rights and resources ol 
parliamentary committees, 
allowing them to undertake 
inquiries on their own 
initiative and not just by 
government order. , 
d.wn was the only in- 
terruption in routine pilot- 
e.ntroller conversations 
behrre the worst air crash in 
United States history, tape 
recordings released Monday 
showed. 
"Tower, we're going down. 
This is PSA," the pilot of Pa- 
cific Southwest Airlines 
Flight 182 told Lindbergh 
Field controllers just before 
the crash last Monday in 
which al least 144 persons 
died. 
The transcripts, released 
crew, as had been claimed in 
some news reports, but only , ' 
routine transmissiom bet.;  
ween air and ground. 
The PSA jet and a single- 
~ engine Cessna collided about 
f i~e '  kilometres east of'i 
• Lti~dbergh Field, rainingl 
flaming debris and bodies on 
the city's North Park .  
residential area. All 135.1 
persons on the PSA jet died, 
both persons in the Cessna 
were killed, and at least i 
seven persons on the ground : 
were killed. 
Wage increases main issue 
MONTREAL (CP) -- While precise money ' 
Union leaders for 95,000 rail. devands won't be made until 
workers presented 1979 mid-November at the ' 
contract proposals to the earliest, senior union of- ' 
major railways Monday, fieials are hinting at a 12-per- : 
.fficially kicking, off the cent increase as a minimum. 
country's largest round at 
e,llective bargaining. 
Wage increases are the 
main issue in the talks, 
which start in earnest at the 
end of October. The present 
one-year contract expires 
Dee. 31. 
The 16 rail unions want to : 
resurrect he Hall formula, : 
drafted by Mr, Justice 
Emmett Hall in 1973 to : 
provide apermanent method 5 
for calculating wage in - .  
creases in the indmtry, -. 
Five candidates running 
RICHMOND, B.C. (CP) - -  
Five candidates are in the 
running fur the Burnaby- 
RichmundDelta riding in the 
Oe~. 16 federal byeleetion 
after nominations closed 
Monday. 
Candidates from the 
Progres,;ive Conservative, 
Liberal, NDP, Social Credit 
and C.mmunist parties are 
going after the seat left 
vacant by John Reynolds 
who resigned as Con- 
servative MP almost 13 
munths ago to become a,  
radiu talk shuw htm in 
nearby Vancouver. 
In the last federal election 
in 1974, Reynolds won his 
seat with a margin of more 
than 16,-000 votes. 
Tire said crash cause 
BRAMPTO'% Ont. (CP) -- 
Frayed rubber from a tire on 
the Air Canada DC-9 that 
crashed .at Toronto' Inter- 
national Airport on June 26 
activated an emergency 
switch on the plane's un- 
dercarriage and caused .a 
loss of power in the star. 
board engine of the craft, 
Crown Attorney Leo 
McGuigan said Monday. 
He said at a coroner's 
inquest that when the switch 
was broken, a warning light 
went on in the cockpit of the 
plane and the crew decided 
to abort the takeoff. 
'., reinvest.innew 
Canada Savtngs Bonds 
Here are three easy steps to keep your money working for you. 
Locate and Identify 
your bonds 
Two Series of Canada Savings 
Bonds mature  this Fall: 
1969/70 Series {$24) matur ing  
November  1, 1978, 
1968 Special  Rep lacement  Series 
(SR) matur ing  October  1, 1978. 
Look for"S24" or "SR" 
preceding the serial number  on the l= 
corner  of your matur ihg  bonds. 
~on~srit~ e v~r v h °tldcc ~a°cf 'e S 2 4" 
value shown on the bond, p lus a special  
cash bonus  payment  and any interest  
payable on the bonds. 
If you have anyquest ions  about  
the value of your bonds, just ask the 
people where you bank or invest. 
Special arrangements 
make. it easy., to reinvest 
y 
redempt ion  agent. Al l  the paperwork  
tpt ion of 
m at  teat  
tsfer of 
I ically on  
, you can 
Series 
my 
rout 
tew Series. 
~litional 
the  
/79  Series. 
mney  
I~.L IILI~, 
There are more than 900,000 
Canadians  who own matur ing  bonds.  If 
you are one of them, go to your  bank,  
investment  dealer, trust company or 
credit union and make arrangements  o
reinvest in the new Canada Savings 
Bonds. Do  it now and avoid the rush! 
New Canada Savings Bonds offer you a great choice 
With the new Series, you have a 
choice of btmds. There's aRegular 
Interest Bond that pays interest 'each 
year. And a Compound Interest Bond 
that reinvests your interest automatically, 
earning interest on your interest. 
1he Regular Interest Bond 
If you want a regular annual 
income from your in~tment ,  you'll 
like the Regular Interest Bond which 
pays interest automatically 
'each Nnvembcr I. ' 
ff you're like many bondholders, 
ytm'll appTeciate he direct deposit 
feature. With this convenient option, 
ytmr interest is deposited directly into 
ytmr cnequing or ,ravings account. 
Simply ask [or it when you buy your 
new bonds. Or, you can receive your 
interest by cheque through the nmil. 
Compound Interest Bond 
If you seek savings growth, or 
an investment for the future, or a 
retirement fund, you'll choose the 
Compound Interest Bond which earns 
interest on your interest, "after the first 
year, at the guaranteed annum rate t?! 
[4.90%. Far example, a $100 bond wtll 
grow to $181.74 at n~lturity in just 
7 years. 
SecurlW and Instant cash 
Whichever type of bond yt)u 
cht)t)se, you will own a safe, secure 
investment which can be turned into 
instant cash whenever you need it. 
Agoodretum 
New Canada Savings Bonds are 
dated November !, 1978 and yield an 
average annum interest of 8.90% when 
held to maturity in 1985. Each new bond 
earns interest nf 8.50% the first year and 
9% for each of the remaining 6 years. 
Buying Canada Savings Bonds 
has been a great Canadibn tradition for 
over 30 years. They're the proven choice. 
The proven choice 
FROM PAGE 1 
Rafe Mair 
the country together but 
warned that while the 
government was committed 
to' unity it was not "at any 
cost". He said the govern- 
merit felt it could make a 
contrihution toward unicy 
a~d that was why it was 
m~gking this presentatimi. 
~'Why worry about the 
ir~titutions ofgovernment?" 
Mair asked. 
He went on to explain that 
il was impossible to solve the 
fundement prub.lems of this 
this country without these 
institutions. That is why, he 
said, the province was 
making its suggestions. 
Mair said the province 
wanted to see a reconstituted 
upper house, representation 
on  federal boards and 
commissions and 
representation in the 
Supreme Court of Canada. 
"Representat ion  by 
population is never com- 
pletely fair," Mair noted. 
He said he wanted to see 
an upper house in which the 
five regions were 
represented and could be 
heard. This, he said, would 
help to deal with the sense of 
alienation in the west. 
Mair berated federal 
commissions which come out 
from Ottawa and  make 
decisions about what's best 
for this area. He said the 
people in the west were tired 
of having the east dictate 
what  was best for the 
westerner. 
Mair went on to comment 
that the last time someone 
from B.C. was appointed to 
the Supreme Court of 
Canada was in 1947 and that 
judge had long since retired. 
The reason Mair gave for 
wanting representation on 
the court was that it was 
becoming what he described 
as a court of constitutional 
review. Hesaid that if it was 
going to be deciding 
questions affecting this 
province that he felt one of 
the judges should be from. 
B.C. 
"Supreme Court Judges 
should of course, be ap- 
pointed according to 
ability,," Mair said, but 
added that the federal 
government should, "deal us 
in, we're tii'ed of being 
spectators." 
Mair commented that the 
Fulton is critical of 
weathership cutback 
The federal NDP can- 
didate for Skeena J im 
Fulton, took the Liberal 
government to task recently 
for its decision to terminate 
the Pacific weather station. 
"The proposal to slash the 
budget of the 'Papa '  
weathership is a poorly 
researched and untimely act 
bythe Liberal government, 
Fulton said, and the removal 
of this service will jeopar- 
dize the safety of both 
commercial and pleasure 
boat operators." 
These sister ships fulfill 
important roles as rescue 
vessels, and weather 
"Canada should he ex- 
panding the  roles and 
numbers of coast guard 
vessels and long range patrol 
aircraft," he said. 
"We have numerous oil 
tankers and freighters 
travelling within our 200- 
mile limit, and the .'Papa' 
weatherships are the only on 
site, accurate suppliers of 
weather  in fo rmat ion , "  
Fulton said. The costs to our 
coast from a major oil spill 
far outweight the costs of 
.'Papa'. He said John 
Henderson, superintendent 
of weather services in 
reporters, Fulton said.The Vancouver, confirmed that 
information gathered by the we are going to be in dif- 
highly trained crew provides fieulty, as '.Papa' supplies 
one of the few solid pieces of one of the few solid pieces of 
data on approaching information on weather for 
weather systems for the our northern eoasl. 
north coast. 
Fulton said that there is Fulton concluded by 
something wrong when a saying that in the interests of 
government spends billions safety for coastal transit, 
of dollars on fighter jets and and oceanographic research, 
tanks, but cancels a vital he wants to see the weather 
coast guard service, station continued. 
i 
WEATHER 
iii 
Today should be con- theeoastal areas, so it won't 
tinuing cloudy, with a few 
scattered showers, and a 
high of around 12 degrees 
Celsius. and tonight's low 
dipping to around 8 degrees 
Celsius. 
Tomorrow morning, we'll 
see the approach of yet 
another Pacif ic storm, 
bringing with it more 
overcast skies and rain.Q~.te 
strong winds are expected in 
be the best day to go deep sea 
fishing. 
This type of weather is 
quite normal for the 
Terrace-Kitima t rea during 
the month of October, and 
though it's not quite what 
must of us wish it was, we 
don't real ly have much 
choice but to bear its burden, 
and hope that possibly one of 
these days the sun might 
shine. 
federal government's bill C 
60 on constRulional change 
was the wreng approach and 
he took the Liberals to task 
for t ry ing  to go ahead 
without the provinces. He 
speculated that perhaps it 
was a move designed to fail. 
"1 don't want to impute 
any wrong motives, Mair 
said; but he urged Ihe 
Liberals to find out what the 
people wanled before going 
ahead. 
Mair warned that 1he 
country was seriously 
threatened by the seperatists 
attd warned against being 
lulled into a sense of false 
security. 
Mair said he had personal 
experience with Quebec 
Premier Rene Levesque and 
others he described as 
determined seperatists, tie 
painted a picture of 
movement Ioward 
seperatism that bore a 
strong resemblenee to 
Hitler's conquest ,f Europe 
and Mair cautioned against 
any attempt o appease the 
seperatists. 
"We have the means to 
make Canada strong," Mair 
said. "'If we fail we will lose 
the country," he warqed. 
predicting that if quebec 
seperatos the rest of the 
country will fall aparh 
Mair concluded by asking 
for the assemblies upport, 
"not political support, of 
course," he added. 
DISTiIIOT OF TERBAOE 
NOTICE 
LIND USEOONTRAOT 
Notice is hereby given lhat a Public 
Hearing will be held on proposed amend- 
menls to Land Use Contract By-Law No. 
729-1974. The contract is concerned with the 
following area: 
District Lot 363, including Plan 1918, except 
the part included in Plan 4753, Range 5, 
Coast District, (3502 Kalum Lake Drive) 
The general intent of the proposed amend- 
ments to the Land Use Contract between the 
District of Terrace and Theodor Alois 
Hidher is to allow the subdivision of the high 
density residential lots in Phase I, to single 
family lots. 
The Land Use Contract may be viewed by 
any and all persons requiring more specific 
information, during regular business hours 
at the  Munic ipa l  Hall, 3215 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
The Public Hearing wi l l  be held in the 
Municipal Council Chambers on Tuesday, 
October 10th, 1978 at 6:45 P.M. 
Any and all persons having an interest in 
ihe Land Use Contract By-Law No. 729.1974 
shall take notice and be governed ac- 
cordingly. 
E.R. Hallsor 
Clerk.Administrator 
i 
deficit ,~.~=. ~: t i  ng  
over $6 billion 
OTTAWA iCP I -  The 78, ;he finance depart- 
federal goverument's meat said M,nday. 
spending deficit for the 1. Hie first five m|mlhs 
firsl live nt t~ l i :hs  l i f  l i l t '  - f  the  year ,  the  g i iV l ! l ' l l -  
1978-79 fiscal year was inent spenl $18.718 billion 
$6.049 billion, up 57 per while colleeling revenues 
cenl from the shorlfall in of $12.669 billion. The 
the same period of 1977- fiscal year begins April l. 
A~ [reement reached 
on moving chemicals 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  The 
city and the chemical in- 
dustry have reached an 
interim agreement that 
would' restrict the tran- 
sportation ,of potentially 
dangerous  chemica ls  
through Ih.e city during rush 
hours, 1Mayor Jack Volrich 
said Monday. 
lie said the agreemem was 
drawn up by a special four- 
man study group and 
rcpresenlalives of the in- 
dustry. The group was 
formed lasl week after a 
chlorine gas cylinder broke 
open after falling from a 
truck on a cily street. 
Volrich said the voluntary 
enlbargl| lie called on 
chemical shipmcuts i still in 
effect and all companies and 
shipp,2rs must contact the 
fire chief if Ihey intend Io 
carry dangerous chemeieals 
on city slreelS. 
The provisions , f  the 
agreement, wnleia is 
voluntary and nol en- 
force.able by law, include: 
--Shipments between 7 
and 9 a.m. will be restricted 
and all chemcial companies 
must encourage their 
customers to pick up ship- 
menis before 3 p.m.; 
--All loads must be 
secured on the truck or rail 
car to the Satisfaction of the 
company; 
--All cylinders and drums 
must be clearly marked to 
identify their contents and 
potential danger; 
--All trucks must be fully 
serviced before picking up 
loads, must use designated 
truck routes in thc city and 
must use the mosl direcl 
roule Iv their destination 
with no unecessary stops; 
--All drivers mnsl have 
h~rms pelling out what must 
be dune in an emergency and 
musl know what to do in case 
of an emergency. 
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UNEMPLO k MENT CRISIS 
Women bear brunt 
OT%%WA (CP) -- Men and 
women share the burden of 
unemploymenl  a lmost 
equally between the ages of 
:'0 and 24, but beyond this age 
group, women are hit much 
harder. 
This is one of the findings 
of a labor force study 
'released Monday by 
Statistics Canada. 
Basing its figures on the 
1976 census, the study 
showed men and women 
between the ages of 20 and 24 
faced unemployment rates 
of 11.5 per gent and 11.6 per 
cent respectively. At that 
time the nalional unemploy- 
ment rate was 6.8 per cent. 
l lowever,  once  they 
reached the 25-34 age group, 
unemployment among men 
had dropped well below the 
national average to 5.1 per 
cent, while the jobless rate 
for women remained at 7.4 
per cent. 
In the 35-44 age group, 
unemployment for males 
stood at 3.5 per cent and for 
females at 5.5 per cent. 
Another striking dif- 
ference between men and 
women in the study was that 
men reached their peak 
participation in the labor 
force between the ages of 35- 
44. Within this age group, 
91.1 per cent were either 
working or actively seeking 
jobs. 
Women, by contrast, were 
most likely to be members of 
the labor force between the 
• ages of 20 and 24. In this age 
classification, 67.6 per cent 
classified themselves as 
labor force participanls but 
by the age of 35 the per- 
centage had dropped Io 53.7 
per cent. 
By marital status, it 
showed that 56.3 per cent of 
single women were in the 
labor force, 43.7 per cent of 
married women, 55.4 per 
cent of separated women and 
63.8 per cent of divorced 
women. The national 
average for all groups was a 
participation rate of 45 per 
cent for women. 
For men the national 
average was 75.5 per cent, 
with a marked difference 
between single men, who had 
a participation rate of 64.9 
per cent and married men 
with a orate of 82.5 per cent. 
Labor force participation 
also varied widely by 
geographical rea. A survey 
of the 20 largest cities 
showed highest male par- 
ticipation was in Kitchener 
at 80.4 per cent, followed by 
Calgary 79.8 per cent, Ed- 
monton 79.4 per cent and 
Toronto 79.0 per cent. The 
city with the lo~vest rate-- 
70.7 per cent--was Victoria. 
For women, the highest 
. . . 3 . partm~patton rate was m St. 
John's Newfoundland, with 
55.7 per cent in the labor 
force. The next highest was 
Toronto with 52.0 per cent 
and Edmonton with 51.9 per 
cent. 
The lowest female par- 
tieipation in the labor force 
was in Sudhury, where only 
39,9  |~.2r een l  i l l  women were 
ell her w,~rk ing or look ing flit 
j,hs. t)rher low-ranking 
cities were: Saint John, 
N.B., 40.1 per cent; Windsor, 
41.2 per cenl; and Vieluria, 
43.2 per cent. 
The city closest to the na- 
tional average of 45.0 per 
cent participation for women 
and 75.5 per cent fur men 
was Thunder Bay. It had 44.6 
per cent and 74.0 per cent 
respect ively. 
Team 
policing 
suggested 
COQUITLAM, B.C. (CP) 
-- RCMP in this community 
just east of Vancouver began 
zone policing Monday in a 
move they hope will cut 
down the crime rate. 
"Attempting to find legal 
solutions to crime has been 
unsuccessful in that the 
crime rate has increased 
everywhere," said Insp. Bob 
Galbraith. 
"The community ap- 
proach, team policing, or 
zone policing, is something 
different--il's new and in- 
volves all segments of the 
community." 
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Mayor Thom 
makes play 
Kitimat's Mayor George Them is undoubtedly 
faking some well deserved bows today. He did 
pull off a nice piece of slight of hand at the 
regional district meeting held in Terrace 
Saturday. 
Them apparently became somewhat peeved 
with the political games being played with the 
proposed health unit. Kitimat, with its large 
industrial taxpayers, bears the majority of. the 
costs of joint projects. The Terrace directors 
became embroiled in confusion over whether or 
not the provincial government would pay taxes 
on the new facility. 
The Terrace directors should perhaps have 
proposed a motion accepting the traditional cost 
sharing structure, or even the majority of the 
cost in order to get the benefits, with the proviso 
that any tax monies received would go toward 
reducing the cost to all the areas. If the Kifimat 
mayor is really convinced there will be taxes or a 
grant in lieu of taxes, he would have accepted 
that. 
i And surely the issue of whether or not the 
~rovincial government would be contributing 
Could be ascertained with some simple inquiries. 
With the situation the way it is now, Them is 
taking bows for scooping a health unit out of the 
obviously most central location and bringing it to 
his voters. Mayor Dave Maroney, on the other 
hand must be wondering how the Terrace voters 
are going to take this. 
Tenders,are to be called in about a month. If 
there is~sent ion about the location or last 
minute ¢~hanges, the province is bound to get 
quite iustifiably nervous. 
The provincial government, must be 
somewhat baffled by the lack of concensus in the 
regional district. Its usual reaction in cases 
where there is a lack of unanimity, a divided 
lobby, is to do nothing. They will probably opt to 
save their money, keep it in the bank until the 
dust settles. 
i i  
The Herald welcomes its readers com- 
ments. All letters to the editor of general 
public interest will be printed. We do, 
however, retain the right to refuse to print 
letters on grounds of possible libel or bad 
'taste. We may also edit letters for style and 
length. All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. We ask that 
letters be typed and double spaced. 
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"I don't know why people want to watch all this simulated violence on TV- -  
all they have to do is go out in the streets and see the real thing." 
EDITOR'S JOURNAL 
BY GREG MIDDLETON, 
Saturday was a nice, bright, sunny day in 
Terrace, perhaps the last one, or so the doom- 
sayers predict, we might see for a while. Just to 
establish that newspaper editors do so get days 
off, I decided on a drive out into the country. 
The Sunday drive has traditionally been the 
recreation for the family, complete with barking 
dog and picnic lunch. I've usually tried to get out 
Saturday. There's less chance of being hit by a 
harried driver who's lust been hit in the back of 
the head by an ice cream cone. 
On this Saturday I was planning to make the 
trip over~to Prince Rupert. They say that coastal 
city.l~"=l s'ight to behold when the loggers and 
fishermen descend on it for a Saturday night. 
For a number of reasons, too complicated and 
yet trivial to explain, I ended up going out of 
town the other way. 
When I saw fhesign that indicated I was on the 
road to the dump, I knew I was headed in the 
right direction. 
I've never been able to understand why, but 
local governments always seem to pick the most 
scenic area of the country for sanitary land fill 
projects. Maybe they figure that more people 
will admire the country side that way. 
The road out toward Stewart and up into the 
Nass is gravel but amagingly good gravel road. 
Certainly there are potholes that engulf the odd 
wheel and give you a bone-jarring jolt, but whole 
cars don't.disappear. 
The winding river valley is colorful this time of 
year with the deciduous trees changing color 
here and there among the evergreens. 
On the road, I met some hikers who had been 
foraging for mushrooms. They had bags, 
literally bags, of things that could hardly be 
called delectable morsels because they were 
huge. The two men and the woman explained to 
me that the fungi they were collecting were pine 
mushrooms and quite tasty. 
I would be very interested to meet anyone who 
forages for mushrooms and could show me the 
ones to sample and the ones to avoid. 
The hikers warned me to be careful wandering 
around by myself in the woods and advised me to 
whistle or sing if I was going to putter about 
alone on foot. With my luck I would run into a 
bear that had taken a music appreciation course 
and be in real trouble. I opted for Staying inside 
the vehicle until I could pick upa bell. 
The river that winds up that valley was too 
tempting though. I was out of the truck and down 
by the water eyeing the riffles and back eddies, 
convinced that there was trout or salmon lying 
there. ~ 
Further up the road, next to the Kitsumkalum 
Lake, I paused to wonder if there would be fish 
there and berate myself for not leaving my 
underwear at home and bringing my fishing 
tackle instead• 
And a few miles further up the road there is the 
little community of Rosswood. A fellow who was 
changing the tire on his car, while his wife en- 
tertained the kids, explained to me that these 
weren't homesteads but more of a bedroom 
community of loggers and their families who 
grew a few vegetables, kept animals and worked 
around their land when there wasn't work in the 
bush. 
Now I could be wrong, but I was sure that I 
continued to follow the road that led to Stewart 
until I finally found myself back in Terrace 
without retracing a step. It could be I read a sign 
bass ackwards or possibly I am meant to stay 
here. In any case, it was nice to get out for a 
drive without returning the same way, if only a 
little confusing. 
COMMENT BY CYRIL SHELFORD 
Our time 
has come 
CALGARY (CP) - -  
Alberta Premier Peter 
~ugheed says he belives 
the time has come for 
Western Canada to have 
bigger say in Con- 
federation. 
In an address Saturday 
to the Calgary Chamber 
uf commerce's annual 
meeting, he said 
provincial governments 
must not be weakened by 
Ottawa's proposed 
constitutional changes 
and that decision-making 
must not be further 
centralized in Central 
Canada. 
"I think that is the 
view, pariicularly in the 
West," he said, adding 
that he would take that 
position to this month's 
constitutional conference 
between prime minister 
Trudeau the the 
premiers. 
"1 sense in Central 
Canada, and in Ottawa 
and Toronto in particular, 
a need to change the rules 
now, but it's because we 
have the ball and I think 
we had better be on guard 
the rules are not 
changed." 
Turning to the 
Canadian economic 
picture, Longheed said 
Alberta was not an 
economic island 
separated from the rest of 
Canada. 
"1 hope there is no 
similarity between those 
years and 1979," he said. 
"But I'm afraid there 
may be some similarities. 
During the past decade, 
we have seen rapidly 
growing governmeat ex- 
penditures, gove~ament 
involvement i  all aspects 
of the economy with little 
or no heed or advice of 
business." 
Ross said ~he chambers 
of commerce and 
business in general must 
provide leadership in 
getting the economy 
moving again. 
Lougheed said Canada 
was importing too much 
food from abed and that 
the coantrlJ~b not suf- 
ficiently l j ing  advan- 
tage ~ the food 
produetMli capability in 
its own agricultural 
community. 
In the other economic 
areas, he said it was 
important o continue 
incentives to the petro- 
leum industry to find 
more oil and natural gas 
to meet the country's 
domestic needs and to 
offset a potential shortage 
in the mid-1980s. 
He said Alberta's 
population was growing 
at 3.4 per cent annually 
compared with 2.3 per 
cent nationally, 
"Frankly, I don't hink 
"We are all part of it, ' we want o grow on parge 
and if the sluggishness ~pulation i creases," he 
continues in the economy said, 
in the rest of Canada, it "What we want to at- 
will without doubt in my tract here are skilled 
judgment, drag back peiple and entrepreneurs 
here." from all over Canada nd 
He said Canadians the world." 
must be concerned about He said a new 
the sagging dollar, now provincial corporate tax 
valued below 85 cents incentive system 
U.S. probably would be in- 
Chamber president A.S. troduced when the 
Ross noted his father had Alberta legislature re. 
been.president i  1930-31 sumes itting Oct. II. 
and, said there were some He said the system 
similarities between would involve small 
conditions during their business, but declined to 
respective terms, release any details. 
Our dollar is 
taking plunge 
The Gold Medal for diving, in the competition 
of the Commonwealth games in Edmonton, 
should not have gone to a person at all. It should 
have gone  to the Canadian dollar. 
People still speak of the 'almlghtydollar'. But 
the dollar has proved that it is anything but 
almighty. 
The cause, according to economic experts, is 
an unfavourable balance of trade, which creates 
an unhealthy economy. Both the United States 
and Canada have been importing more than they 
export, spending more than they make. And as 
every family knows, you can't do that for long. 
Japan, by contrast, exports more than it im- 
ports. That makes it 'HEALTHY'. Canada and 
the U.S. must do the same, say the experts. 
A change in economic policies is needed 
I must say it is a great privilege to have the 
opportunity to repeat a great deal of my sub- 
mission to Ottawa in the fall of 1968. 
Then it was very clear that the Canadian 
Government and the provinces must change 
direction on their economic policies and em- 
ployment strategy, or face massive deficits and 
increasing unemployment. This was espicially 
true among the young people coming out of our 
schools with questionable training and 
capabilities to meet the .challenges of the real 
world, after being fed the story book 
myths of the fiction writers who have discarded 
all practical knowledge and experience in 
various fields. 
Now, 10 years later, we find ourselves with no 
change of economic policy and employment 
strategy by either our national government or 
any of the provincial governments. All followed 
the line of least resistance; moving from crisis to 
crisis without any real change of direction, no 
matter what political party happened to be in 
power. They all claimed that an up-turn in the 
economy, and better times, were just around the 
corner. The kindest thing to be said of govern- 
ment leadership during this time is that they 
were terribly naive. 
Now we see a national trade deficit ap- 
proaching 12 billion dollars; which means, a loss 
of wages of over 5 billion dollars, a loss of 450,000 
jobs, and unemployment of over 8 percent. This 
is a National tragedy! 
We should all consider the plight of the 
graduates leaving our schools and universities, 
where 29 percent will not find a job at the present 
time. We Invest more in education per capita 
than any nation on earth and get less out of it 
than any industrialized nation. Our best brains 
have to leave Canada to find employment op- 
portunities. 
Our imports have gone up from 20 percent of 
our needs in the early 1970's to over 40 percent in 
1978. We had a trade surplus of over I billion 
dollars in 1974. Today we havd a deficit of over 12 
billion dollars, All economic forecasts indicate 
the best we can expect by 1985 will be a 20 billion 
dollar trade deficit. 
Why has this disastrous situation developecrt 
Mainly, because of the lack of leadership by 
government in failing to point out clearly to the 
people of the nation the economic facts of life, 
and misleading the people into thinking an 
economic turn-about was just around the corner, 
when in fact, it could not, and will not, happen 
unless we make it happen.Our major oownfall 
has been our lack of funding for product 
development which would bring a new product 
on the world market before anyone else. In 
Canada we spend less than .04 percent of our 
gross national product on product develpoment, 
or 1.5 million dollars in all of Canada; as com- 
pared to 2 percent in West Germany and Japan, 
and 1.5 percent in the U.S. They also assist 
companies in bringing new products to the 
markets, and there the success rate is high. Few 
of our new products ever see the market place 
due to lack of funds or government assistance, 
unrealistic tax policies and high capital costs. In 
West Germany the interest on capital for 
development is 44 percent compared to our 10 
and II percent• I suggested a 1 billion dollar fund 
be set up by the federal and provincial govern- 
ments to speed up the developmen! of new 
products. 
The incredible thing in Canada is that in1961, 19 
percent of our gross national product went to 
government in the form of taxes, in 1978 over 40 
percent yet less than .14 percent goes toward 
product development which could build our 
economy and employ our people in the years 
ahead. Our greatest opportunities lie In the 
fields of; forestry, minerals, and agriculture. 
I was in Dease Lake last week looking at the 
huge pieces of jade which are being shipped out 
to Taiwan (Formosa) and then shipped back as a 
finished product with an increase in value of over 
1000 percent. The same is true to a lesser extent 
in agricultural development, where increasing 
our self sufficiency from 45 percent to 64 percent 
would employ over 20,000 people• 
We should all take a look at one of Ripley's 
famous cartoons which pictured a plain iron bar 
'worth $3. The same bar made into horseshoes 
would be worth $10•50. If made into needles, it 
would be worth $3,285 and into watch springs, 
$250,000. We should remember this when we see 
the exports of raw products such as: Jade, logs, 
raw copper and other minerals, oil and gas, and 
unprocessed agricultural products. 
In product development here are many stages 
beret reaching the market place: l) concept: :'} 
prototype; 3) trial production; 4) production and 
expansion; 5) product maturity; 6) oh. 
solescence. 
In Germany and Japan the governments assist 
at the start as a dollar spent and fax incentives at 
this stage can build the economy with job up. 
portunities in thefuture. In Canada we do things 
backwards• We only help companies financially 
through DREE or BCDC at the time when the 
product is already developed and reaching 
maturity; yet there is no way we can compete 
with the low wage, developing countries. On 
top of this we have tax policies that discriminate 
against failures or slow starters. We also make 
low interest loans, or forgivable loans, available 
to our competitors; thus subsidizing the creation 
of unemployment in our own country. 
Our educational system, with all its faults, is 
turning gut millions of very capable young 
people with many ideas for new products. For 
example: A potatoe process in Creston; a wood 
stove in Smithers that only needs stoking every 5 
or 6 days. Yet there is little interest by economic 
development. I know of many more in all fields, 
especially agriculture; and all they need is 
government policies geered to product 
development that will employ our young 
professional people at the early stages; not iust 
when the product has reached maturity and only 
labourerers are required. 
Governments must change direction and 
appoint a product development ministry to 
search out and assist all new ideas. Then make 
capital available at interest rates equal to those 
enjoyed by our major industrial competitors, 
and implement taxation policies to encourage 
product development at home. If this is not done, 
then we can look for 16 percent unemployment by 
1905 and a trade deficit greater than the 20 billion 
dollar forecast. 
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seedbeds at the B.C. Forest Service Nursery on Highway 16, Telkwa, showing shadelaths in place to protect seeds and 
seedlings from the direct summer sun. 
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Consumers on attack 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- A 
consumer group is renewing 
its attack on two Chrysler 
Corp. cars even though the 
U.S. government says it 
can't find any safety 
problem with the vehicles. 
Consumers Union, a non- 
profit testing group, urged 
again in the October issue of 
its magazine Consumer 
Reports that the Dodge Omni 
and the almost identical 
Plymouth Horizon be 
changed to remove any 
doubt about their handling 
qualities. 
The consumer group 
started the controversy in 
June by rating the ears not 
acceptable, the first time it 
has given such a rating to an 
automobile in many years. 
Consumers Union said the 
average driver does not have 
the driving skill to keep the 
NEW MOVE 
car under control while 
making an evasive 
manoeuvre at expressway 
speed. 
Chrysler denied any safety 
problem, saying no sane 
driver would put the cars 
through manoeuvres similar 
to the Consumers Union 
tests. However, sales dipped 
after the publicity. 
The cars are the only U.S.. 
built sub-compact ars with 
front.wheel drive, They were 
introduced in January as 
Chrysler's attempt to get a 
larger share of the sub- 
compact market and to stem 
the company's financial 
slide, 
After the original 
allegations, the National 
Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration tested the 
cars but said it could find no 
problem with their stability 
and control chracteristies. 
Consumers Union. in its 
latest attack, said the 
government tests produced 
data similar to that of its own 
tests, but government 
consultants interpreted the 
results differently. 
"We believe that, contrary 
to its public posture, 
Chrysler should make 
changes that remove any 
doubt about the safe han. 
diing of the Omnl-Horizon. 
Meanwhile, our July 
judgment stands," it said. 
The automaker also stands 
by its original position, that 
the car has no handling 
problems. It plans no recall 
and says it will not modify 
the cars because of the 
complaints. 
Chess tactics changed 
BAGUIO, Phil ippines 
(Reuter) -- Challenger 
Viktor Korchnoi, believing 
he still has a chance to take 
the chess crown away from 
champion Anatoly Karpov, 
decided Monday to change 
his tactics in the world chess 
championship. 
The battle enters its 12th 
week with today's 29th 
game, making it the second- 
longest title battle in history. 
against your clock. Karpov 
is not interested in finding 
the best moves, he is only 
interested in moving fast to 
get you into time trouble." 
Three of Korchnoi's five 
losses so far have been at- 
tributed to blunders he made 
after spending too long 
trying to identify the 
champion's over-all plan. 
"Karpov has not yet shown 
that he is an excellent 
the last two games each 
produced a new victory, 
throwing the situation into 
turmoil and also challenging 
an old chess cliche that white 
has an advantage and blade. 
should defend. 
The last two victories were 
each scored with black. 
He went  
Only the 1927 mateh--whea player," Korchnoi told 1 .  Reforestation continuing Russianemigre Alexander repurters." ltbinklst i l l  to disco Alekhine beat champion have a chance." 
Jose Raoul Capablanca of Just one mistake by the NEW YORK (AP) 
Cuba in 34 games--has challenger would give 
lasted longer. Karpov the sixth victory he 
In 1978 approximately five 
million seedlings were 
planted in the Prince Rupert 
Forest Region. Those 
seedlings, whether planted 
by B.C. Forest Service crews 
or by Logging Company 
crews, were all grown from 
seed by the B,C. Forest 
Service. About 40 percent of 
the seedlings were grown in 
the nursery at Red Rock, 
south of Prince George; 40 
percent were grown in the 
several nurseries located in 
thelower mainland area; the 
remaining 20 percent were 
grown in the nursery at Telk- 
m 
Concert pianist Vladimir 
Horowitz celebrated his 75th 
Ti~e Forest Seedling seedlings tart growing. In the rcfl,'eslation program 
,ursery at Telkwa plays an this brief time span before are two years old at planting 
important role in the spring growth starts the 
Reh~restation Program of seedlings must be lifted, 
the Prittee Rupert "Forest graded, root pruned, packed 
Region. Growing Spruce into boxes and places in cold 
with minor quantities of  storage. 
Lodgepole Pine. the nursery It is necessary to get the 
averages about one million seedlings into cold storage 
trees per year with a peak before spring growth starts, 
year of 1.6 million seedlings because as long as they., the 
produced, seedlings, think it is still 
Karl }lolenstein, Nursery winter they remain dormant 
Superintendeht, supervises and do not grow. Seedlings 
Ihe nursery and staff. The storedin this manner can be of space restructions. 
peak activity period is from kept until the next Fall h,ng term plans are u~ 
~mid-Avril, when_the ~ before any damage isdone to develop another nursery in 
COllies OUt Of the ground, to Ihem. 
wa. mid-May when the .young Most seedlings planted in 
THANKS GIVING "IN M 0 N TR EAL 
dine. Thcretbre, about half 
tl~e nursery space is lifted 
and resown each year to 
keep prodcution levels 
constant from year to year. 
Styro-plugs, a system .f 
plant ing seeds in a 
styroflmm block which has a 
series .f  holes filled wflh a 
special forest seed potting 
st,il was tried at Telkwa but 
proved i:mefficient because 
the Prince Rupert Forest 
Region to supplement he 
Canadian road-racing first 
The streets of lie Notre Dame in 
Montreal will be the site of the Grand 
Prix of Canada, Thanksgiving 
weekend. The throngs of spectators are 
being offered a first in North American 
Grand Prix events because the site can 
be reached by subway, 
It all began in Europe where Armand 
Peugeot and his rivals from Benz and 
Panhard were racing while young 
Henry Ford was still riding his bicycle. 
As soon as any community had two 
motorized vehicles, the race was on. It 
became a matter of prestige among 
Europe's newly.wealthy bourl~eois Races in the early days were mainly 
familes, endurance events using public roads. 
Using the internal combustion engine They were largely supported by the 
patented by Gottlieb Daimler in 1883, industrial elite, anxious to gauge the 
both Peugeot and Daimler Benz performance of the various machines 
produced their first vehicles for sale in they might buy. 
1886. 
The first official event appears, to The last of those early tests was a 
have been in 1894 when a group of cars Paris-to-Madrid race in 1903. The 
raced from Paris to Rouen and back but French government outlawed sub- 
there are rio statistics. However, in sequent races because of the many 
1895, Emile Levassor won a race when' serious accidents which occurred. 
he singlehandedly drove a Panhard 732 The first competitive vent in North 
miles from Paris to Bordeaux. America was the Vanderbiit Cup race 
I 
CB NEWS with DINO 
t , m . L  '1 
Greetings again ev,~ryone...hope this 
finds you all with a good week behind you 
and a better one ~l;~ad. Ther~ hasn't been 
too much happening in C.B. land lately, 
other than the coffee breaks down at the 
Sandman on Sunday afternoons where al l  
the good people tend to meet and chat over a 
good cup of coffee. For those of you that 
haven't taken one in, then come on down 
this Sunday between two and four o'clock 
(and don't worry, this is one I have to miss 
so there should be a lot of fun.) 
With the coming Tomahawk Tribe Dance, 
all the talk tends to be swinging toward it 
and it promises to be a fun thing. If last year 
is any indication, then we know for sure that 
it'l l be great so plan totake it in. 
For those of you not in the know, there is a 
' slight change in plans due to a mix up, so the 
dance will be held at the Caledonia School 
and not the Thornhill Community Centre as 
previously announced, so please keep that 
in mind. We'd hate to see you miss all the 
fun by waiting at the wrong place. (You 
could be there all night!) 
A special welcome among our midst goes 
out to Peggy's Baby, who will be around for 
some time. I promise ~o introduce him to 
you at the next coffee break. 
Seems Skip has been doing its thing lately 
and pretty heavy at that, considering that 
on the local Zodiac net the other night, there 
wasn't one single local that checked in but 
thanks goes out to the two people from the 
Idaho and Oregon state that did check in. 
Did the locals lose their ears? 
Congratulations are extended to Cricket 
and Dragonfly on the recent arrival of their 
g i r i ,  Cricketfly, and to Tracy's new sister. 
Had a Landline QSO with Little Mama 
and Little Jigger the other day and they 
pass all the good numbers to everyone at 
this end, seems they're enioying them- 
selves, but not enough to wish that we were 
all there with them. 
Going thru some of the back issues of this 
column, I came across a few things that I 
bet some of us forgot about, these being sort 
of a remember when things, like remember 
when Wolverine tried washing his face and 
kept missing but the wall behind him sure 
got clean. 
And remember when Saint promised to 
live up to his name and Beep Beep promised 
she'd slow down, Candyman swore he'd 
drive on land and stay out of the Skeena, 
Mama Boots quit wearing her fried eggs 
sweater, Pokey vowed he'd take his Cassiar 
trips solo and leave Peggy-Sue behind, 
Wildcat would quit designing Swinger's 
dresses, Radar got a black eye all for the 
sake of a kiss, Super Thief promised to 
leave certain cherries alone, then Blinky 
and Biker had their mock wedding (and now 
it's going for real) but with different part- 
ners). Aw, there's lots more of them that 
maybe another day we'll remind you 
of...until then think back. 
'For now I'd like to remind you good 
people out there that I have t,he fourth an- 
nual calendar ready for those of you who 
are interested in when the first two inches of 
snow will hit the Terrace airport. This snow 
does not have to stay and verification of the 
fallen amount comes from the good old 
weatherman himself. Like last year, there 
will be two names to each day, that being in 
the a.m. and p.m. 
O.K. folks, have to go 10.7 once again so 
all you good people, have yourselves a 
mighty fine day and a better one tomorrov 
Till next week, take care and keep smili 
...3's for now. 
Telkwa nursery but a 
suitable site has not yet been 
chosen, 
Gary Lloyd is in charge of 
the Silvicultural Section. He 
is assisted by Hen Burrell, 
Denis Garon and Gordon 
Grunerud, all of Prince 
Rupert. With Prince Rupert 
being such a large For~t 
Region they are all kept 
extremely busy just to keep 
the workload current. 
Korchnoi, a 
defector, trails by three wins 
to Karpov's five in the race 
for six victories. He told his 
aides he feels Karpov con- 
sistently tricked him into 
wasting time by trying to 
preoccupy him with in- 
significant moves. 
Korchnoi nodded in agree- 
ment when one of 
seconds, Argentine grand- 
master Oscar Panno, told 
him: 
"This match is  not you 
against Karpov, it is you 
Soviet needs to retain the.crown he birthday doing the beogie 
wen by default when former into the early hours Monday 
world champion Bobby with New York's disco night 
Fischer efused to defend the crawlers at flashy Studio 54. 
title in 1975 after an Horowitz cut a mean 
argument over international figure on the strobe-lit dance 
chess rules, floor with his wife, Wanda. 
On Sunday, Karpov played 
his usual waiting game and And Bianca Jagger, 
again Kurchnoi fell into time estranged wife of the Rolling 
his trouble. This time Korchnoi Ston~.~s lead singer and a 
avoided mistakes and the regular at the popular night 
champion had to resign from spot, went behind the bar to 
a weak position, serve a birthday drink to the 
Mter 11 weeks of battle man she calls her favorite 
had produced only six wins, pianist. 
( 
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Let it be known that I, C.D. ]K~ffil:gq~-Y Mayor of the 
District of Terrace, by the powers vested in me do hereby 
declare that= 
= 
WHEREAS: Alcohol !ms become a sanctioned drug in our  society; 
and 
It is considered an important task to make the Public 
aware of alcohol and of its effects as a social prob- 
lem due to abuse rather than intelligent use; 
NOW ~ DO I, MAYOR C. D. MAI~,  HEF~BY PBOCIAIM the week 
of  October 16th to 20th, 1978 AtCC~ AWAI~ WI~ in the Dis-  
t r i c t  of  Terrace, and urge a l l  res idents  of  our oommmity to ac-  
quaint  themselves with the fac ts  concerning th i s  soc ia l l y  accep- 
ted drug. 
"GOD SAVE THE QUEEN" 
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GORDON 
AHD 
ANDERSON 
T.V. 6UII)E 
All listings subject to change without notice, 
illiillillii~ilJliliJlllllillillllllllllllllllllilllllllllll 
TUESDAY .5 p,m, to midnight 
:30 
:4.5 
145 
:45 , 
45 
O0 
~5 
33 
45 
KING 
(NBC) 
Carol 
Burnell 
News 
Seattle 
"Tonight 
Name that 
Tune 
Gdpa Goes 
to Wash. 
Big Even! 
Little Women' 
JLU 
' i  'II -= No.~s 
/ /  ;~ , The Best 
l i b  l ib  4~ iof Carson 
r 
dba--:.sj 
WEOMeS~I~, 
O0 .... New H igh  
, ,) 15 Rollers 
30 Wheel of 
l I Ig 45 Fortune 
~ :~ America 
:15 Alive 
:30 
:.4 5 
Hollywood 
1~55 Squares 
30 Days of 
I I :45 Our Lives 
t oo 
15 
30 
I g 45 
2 30 a5 
8=i  ~s 
) 30 
~ 45 
15 
30 
The 
Doctors 
Anot her 
World 
Movie 
[he Ral Race' 
CFTK 
(CBr.) 
Mary  Ty ler  
Moore 
: Hourglass 
Skeena 
Journal 
I I  
Paper 
Chase 
Happy 
Days 
Rene 
Simard 
Three's 
Company 
The Fifth 
Estate 
Beyond 
Reason 
The 
National 
Night 
Final 
Kolak 
I 
¢ 
Friendly Giant 
Boniour 
Mister 
Dressup 
Sesame 
Street 
Bob Swltzer 
News 
Search  fo r  
Tomorrow 
Bob McLean 
Show 
Edge 
Of Night 
High 
Hopes 
Take 
Thirty 
Celebrity 
Cooks 
Fllntstones 
Carol 
Burnett 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
6 Million 
Dollar Man 
News 
Hour 
Headline 
Hunters 
What's 
My Line 
Gdpa. Goes 
To Washington 
In the 
Beginning 
Taxi 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
I i 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
ii i 
Big Blue 
Marble 
Dick 
Cavett 
MacNeil 
Lehrer 
Newsmakers 
Opium 
'The White 
Powder Opera' 
Echoes of 
Silver 
The Two 
Ronnies 
uinc Cinema 
Q Y Showcase 
'Pumping Iron' 
CTV 
News 
News Hour 2846 
Final 
Late Show Late Show 
'Deadly Bees' 'Barnaby Jones' 
: :  lOa,m, to 5 p.m. 
Kareen's Electric 
Yoga 
What's 
Cookln~l 
Mad 
Dash 
Definition 
Noon 
News 
Movie Matinee 
'McMillan & 
Wife' 
Another 
Worl.d 
Alan 
Hamel Show 
The Price 
Is Right 
Company 
M for Music 
Word Shop 
Natural Science 
2 cents Worth 
Safety 
Write On 
Michener's 
S. Pacific 
I 
Art Starts 
Inside.Out 
Stories 
Music 
Stories of Am. 
Music Place 
Book, Listen 
Economics 
Over 
Easy 
Book 
Boat 
Sesame 
Street 
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~,eat~re 
TEA POTS 
BROWN BETTYS 
FLORAL DESIGNS 
ENGLISH POTTERY 
L I I I l l l i  | l |m i l l  Illlllllilllllillllllllilllililliilllilililll 
Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
Ph. 635-65"/6 
Store Hours: TUBS,- Sat, 9 a,m,-6:3O p,m, 
Friday 9 a.m,-9 p,m, CLOSED MOHDAI 
"1'1'3{1{ A( :l",-k ITIMAT 
daily herald sports 
with  Chris Porter  
AFTER HOLDING OFF PIRA TF~ 
Phillies used to pressure 
PIIII,AI)I~ILPHIA (AP) Dodgers. The second gat:ne is season fur us. In fact, Ibm charge that kept 
l'lliladelphia Phillies have 
heard :lie talk thai if they 
don'l win Ille firsl two games 
.f  ihe best . f  five National 
League play,ff  at home 
they'll be.a bridesmaid fur 
d~e dfird slrai~hl year. 
In facl, l'liillies second 
baseman Ted Sizemore 
adinitled Monday that the 
player~ had been talking 
am,ng :hemselves on the 
same premise. 
The Plfillies, gas! Division 
cllalnpions, open the 
baseball series here Wed- 
nesday night againsl the 
West-winning l,qJs Angeles 
'Ill i l l  II 
Thursday afternoon in 
Philadelphia, and games 
three and as many mere as 
needed are in Los Ange!es, 
Fr iday, Saturday and  
Sunday. 
Lasl fail, the Phillies won 
Ihe firsl game of the playoffs 
in Los Angeles, lost the 
.second, came home favored 
to win two of three at home, 
but lost two straight and the 
pennant o the Dodgers. 
"The last time we were in 
l.~s Angeles we split four 
games with the Dodgers," 
Sizemure said. "And that 
was a crucial part of the 
trip won the season for us." 
Sizemore referred to the 
13-day, 15-game Irip from 
Aug. 24 to Sept. 7. The 
P=dllies were 9-6 on the long 
swing, and managed to hold 
onto first place despite a 
Pittsburgh Pirates challenge 
that reduced their lead to 
halfa-game after a Labor 
Day doubleheader against 
the Cardinals in St. Luuis. 
Sizemore, who came to the 
Phillies two seas,ns ago 
from Los Angeles, feels 
momentum will be a big 
factor favoring the Phillies. 
He pointed out the Pirates' 
Philadelphia with its back 
agailv~t the wall ml~t of 
September. The Phillies had 
tu go t. the next-to-the-last 
day of tile seasun before 
eliminating the pesky Bucs. 
Meanwhile, the Dodgers 
clinclled ll~e Wesl early. 
They just marked time, 
playing out the seasun. 
"We imd tu fight and 
scralch and should be used to 
Ihe pressure situation," said 
the second baseman. " I  
know Ihe Dodgers can say 
they have been in the World 
Series and are used to 
pressure, but we're fresh 
with intensity. 
I 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
I 
If you could use an extra S50,,,$100,.,$200 
cf extra earninp in your spare time 
Be a Fu l leret te  
No experience is required. 
Enjoy this pleasant way to earn additional 
income in the hours you choose. 
FOR DETAILS  CALL:  JOAN PETRE 
BONDED INSURED 
PHILLIPS JANITORIAL 
RESIDENTIAL  CO MMENC, IAL INDUSTRIAL 
FREE ESTIMATES 
All Types of Cleaning 
A R P E T S T E A M WINDOW CLEANING 
CLEANING 
All work done to your satisfaction 
638-8392 Nc,49-4U6 Graham "a R 2N EBY tEN PHILLIPS 
The House of  Fuller i.~c~.,.~. --AO. ,.,.~s.~m. 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE 
GANAVENTURE 
MERCURY (~oafs, YAMAHA 
(outboard DOLMAR 
motors) (chain saws) 
Hours: Men. - Sat. 84, ,: 
. . . . .  . Dealer Licence ~ae eA~A 
quqo ureig Number 02013A O00"OIl&~ 
i 
Terrace Electronic Repairs [td. 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
, e .~  SERVICE ON ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
#~'e  Warrenty Depot for 
lie "(J Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MON. - SAT. 8 a.m. - $ p.m. 
4908 Gra ha m 635-4543 
|1 
B A N Q U E T S  PAR=r  I ES  
R E C E P T I O N S  
Eagle Disco 
B. POLICHEK 
PHONE 635-5683 
J. Y. PAUL  
PHONE 635-9252 
KITCHEN CABINETS INSTALLAT ION 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
BRAD Rl[ESE 
• ;:;'J'T:: : 
KALWOOD 
AREA MANAGER 
869.5TH AVENUE 
PRINCE GEORGE. B.C. V2L 3KS 
BUS, SO4.1488 
RES. 562.2281 
ABINETS 
(NORTHERN) LTD. 
FREE ESTIMATES 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-8195 
ANSWERING, 
PAGING, 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE  
4603-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 
CHARTER: 
DEEP SEA SAILBOAT 
Coastal Cruising, Diving, 
Full Equipped 
Learn to Water Ski at 
Lakelse Lake. 
Reasonable Rates 
Boats for Sale 
ME RMAID YACHT SALES & CHARTERS 
Phone 798.2267 
at WaterLily Bay Resort 
II 
IdH ,: : 
¢Ol4fllUC~ON UO 
Ready-Mix 636-3  
CONCRETE ,., .w 
TERRACE,  B.C. 
CUSTOM CONCRETE PROD, 
Sand, Gravel, Drain Rock 
Satellite Vinyl 
Custom Furniture • Auto & Marine Upholstery • Vinyl 
Repair - Van Conversion Accessories. R.V. Supplies. 
Boattopping & Hardware Vinyl Car Tops • 
Headllners -Tonneao Covers. Auto Carpet- V.W. Seats 
recovered In original color and material, front & back 
$225- Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather. Complete 
Corvetter supplies. 
Antique Auto Restoration 
R.R. 3 Johns Road 
Phone 635-4348 
I 
...el& 
Yellowhead Fire Pnade~imj 
Yeilowhead Securlties Systems Ltd., 
PRIVAI[  INVI  St lGAfOR 
4635 LAZELLE AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. 
VaG 3N5 
PHONE {604! 635.3863 
OR (604) 635.386l 
Call us at 635-6357 9 to § 
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PHILADELPHIA (AP) 
Danny Ozark will be back 
next year and maybe longer 
as manager of Philadelphia 
Phillies, The Associated 
Press learned Monday, 
Contrary to popular 
opinion, Ozark's baseball job 
does not depend on whether 
the Phiiliea beat Los Angeles 
Dodgers in this week's best- 
of-five National League 
plaY0ff. 
As a matter ~)f act, Ozark 
has been informed he will be 
field boss of the Phillies in 
1979. The only things to be 
settled are salary and length 
of contract. 
Ozark would like some of 
the security held by a 
number of his high priced 
players. 
The front office of the 
Philliea refuses to discuss 
THIRD ONALL TIME LIST 
Carew wins sixth title 
Rod Carew of Minnesota he struggled. Last year, Parker won the Grog Luzinski was the NL 
Twins shook off injuries and "I haven't been strong all title with a .338 mark. home run runner-up with 35 
fatigue and won the year," he said. "I've been 
American League batting tired consistently. There's Cincinnati Reds' George and Parker was second in RBI with 117. 
championship for the been too many things going Foster won the NL home run Jim Rice of Boston Red 
seventh time--putting him in on in my mind about my and runs.hatted.in titles fur Sex captured the home runs 
a tie for third place on the contract. I've been thinking the third consecutive year, and runs batted in chain- 
all-time major league list. about that all the time." finishing with 40 homers and 
120 RBI. He is only the sixth pionships in the American 
League. He had 46 homers But he is unimpressed with Carew has said that he player in major league and 139 RBI. 
his remarkable f at. would play out his option history to lead a league in 
The veleran 32-year.old next year with the Twins Don Baylor of California 
first basemhn finishe~** the because he was unhappy RBI for three years in a row. Angels and Larry Hide of 
The others were Babe Ruth, Milwaukee Brewers tied for 1978 season ~Sunday wiih a with his $170,000 per year Hornsby, Joe Medwick, second in homers with 34 .333 average, nine points contract. 
ahead of runner-up AI Oliver He also bemoaned an Wagner and Cobb--all Hall each and Rusty Staub of 
of Texas Rangers. injury that limited his play of Famers. Detroit Tigers was the 
"It's nice Io have, but this season. PhiladelPhia Phillies' runner.up in RBIs with 121. 
people will remember me if I 'Tve had so much trouble 
win six or if I win seven," with my elbow this year, it's 
Carewsaidmatter-uf.factly. ridiculous," said Carew, who Canucks s e n d  Only Ty Cobb, with 12 injured his arm May 30. "I 
batting titles, and Hunus don't hink l've swung well," 
Wagner, with eight, have While Carew remained the 
won more championships dominant hitter in the down twelve than Carew, who is tied with American League, outfielder 
Ruger Hornsby and Stun Dave Parker of Pittsburgh 
Musial. became the first Pirates' VANCOUVER (CP) --  Forwards Dave Ross and 
Carew, who began this player since the late Roberto Vancouver Canucks reduced Gerry Minor were sent to 
season with a .335 average, Clemente in 1964-65 to win their National Hockey Fort Wayne Komets of the 
wun his first title in1969 with two straight National League roster to26 Monday, In ternat iona l  Hockey 
a.332 mark, and has been the League batting champion, by sending 12 players totheir League. 
AL's top hitter in six of the ships, minur league clubs in Dallas 
last seven years. The only The slugging Parker, who and Fort Wayne. The Canucks also an- 
time he didn't win during also missed some playing Going to the Central nouncedthat Dun Lever will 
that stretch was in 1976, time because of a broken Hockey League Dallas Black remain the team's captain. 
when he finished one point cheekbone suffered in a mid- Hawks are gualtender Cuach Harry Neale had 
The man w i th  the ball seems to attract  a lot of team, held at the Skeena ield Sunday afternoon, behind winner George Brett seasoncullision with catcher Norman Lapointe, defen- taken the 'C' away from 
attention in this rugby match between "the This action took place during the second half, of Kansas City Ruyais, John Stearns of New York cemen Dave Morrow, Lever in the first week uf 
Terrace Northmen and Prince Rupert's r 'ugger with the Northmen winning the contest 24-0. Lastyear, Carewcompiled Mets, put on a brilliantlate- Sheldon Kannegiesser and training camp. Northmen win sixth straight a .388 average, the highest in season surge and wound up Larry Guodenuugh and for- "Lever exhibits all the the majors since Ted with a .334 average, far wards Steve Hazlett, Rob qualities necessary to be a 
Williams of Boston Red Sox ahead of Steve Garvey of Los Tudor, Stu Ostlund, Brad team captain," said coach 
also hit .388 in 1957. Angeles Dodgers, the run- Gassoff, Rob Fiockart and Harry Nnale. "I just wanted 
But this year, Carew said ner-uv at .316. Brad Smith. to see them myself." 
By Ken Lipinski in the second half with Neii 
Terrace Northmen made it ~eischman again scormg a 
SiX in a row Sunday as they try and Bill Warcup con- 
completely overwhelmed the verting to make the score 12- 
Prince Rupert learn 24-0 in 0. AI Westbro~k was next to 
rugby action at Skeena .~coreforTerrace, pickingup 
Field a loose ball and going over 
The Terrace team won for the try. The convert, 
m(zt of the line-outs and however, went wide, as did 
serums. This, combined the remaining conversion 
with a strong kicking game, attempts. The score was I-I i l . . . .  
kept the ball on the Prince now 16-0. Archie De Marchi 
Rupert side of the field most o~ the Northmen made a 
of the afternoon. Neff strong run and was able to .. 
Fieischman, high scorer of pass the ball to Nei[ F Je i~ . !~- ;  w h a t e v e r  the game, went over for the man, who made lii2/;,~id'~i~ . ~ ~ 
first try and the convert by of the game to make it 20-0. 
Bill Warcup made it 6-0. The final try was made by 
Despite several more rushes Rob Kawinski after a good 
by Terrace, the score run by the back line. ~l~ IB . "~,~ ' -m~A~ / . . . . . :  ~ _  
remained the same at the Terrace plays Prince ~ - . , ~ "  ' 
half. Rupert again in two weeks, ~ 
Ozark to remain ,Terr ce came on strong this time in the coast city. your  ' i .  
another  Season ...... p i t c h . . .  ....... , , , _ 
the status ot the manager. 
The M-year-old Ozark con- 
sistently has avoided talking 
about his job, but he has 
acted like a man who was 
certain of his position. 
Ozark never lost his cool, 
at least not in public. If he 
chastised his players it was 
private. He rarely criticized 
a player in the press. He 
never lost his sense of 
humor, even on days when 
many might have kicked a 
hole in a wall. 
A number of his players 
have gone so far as to 
suggest o management i
give Ozark a new contract. 
They like his style of non- 
interference with their off 
field appearance-- beards, 
mustaches, dress, etc.-- and 
activities. He also gives 
them a lot of leeway on the 
field. 
New world champion 
can't defend his title 
I t  isn't surprising that 17- 
year-old Dennis Cote of 
Vancouver looks on the 
upcoming figure skating 
season with a few butterflys 
in his stomach. 
He has an international 
reputation to live up to as 
defending World Junior 
Figure Skating Champion 
and with that comes a 
problem - he can't defend 
the title. 
Having won the Junior 
crown last season at 
Megeve, France, Cot is no 
longer eligible for junior 
competition and hence must 
now compete in the senior 
ranks. 
However, this is more of a 
challenge than a curse. If the 
remarkable young man 
approaches the newest phase 
of his skating career in the 
same manner that ended 
I l l  i 
MORGAN MOVES UP 
WASHINGTON - (KIP) --  
GII Morgan, winner of the 
$100,000 first prize Sunday in 
the World Series of Golf, 
moved from 10th to second 
on the PGA tour money- 
winning list with $267,459 for 
the year. Tom Watson re- 
ceived $19,000 for his third- 
place finish in the Akron, 
Ohio, tournament and 
established a tour record 
with $362,429. That sur- 
passed Johnny Miller's 1974 
mark of $353,021. Andy Bean 
is third this year with 
$se4.090. 
with his World Junior title, 
one day Karen Magnussen 
could have company in the 
British Columbia Sports Hall 
of Fame and Museum, in the 
Senior World Champion. 
category. 
Cot's rise as a j~nior 
began, strangely enough, in 
the backyard of the family 
home in Kitimat. He was 
born in Vancouver and the 
family moved to Kitimat 
when Dennis was seven. The 
first pair of skates were tried 
in the backyard rink which 
Dennis describes as more of 
a "frozen-over mudhole". 
A cousin who lived next- 
door actually got Cot started 
in figure skating when he 
~vas nine, although e admits 
at first he didn't take the 
sport too seriously that 
initial winter. 
Then as a 1e-year-old, Coi~ 
won his first of many 
competitions. Dedication 
and hard work played a 
large part in his success and 
the latter still includes ix to: 
eight hours of practice daily 
during the season and four 
hours daily in the off-season. 
He's one of the "new, 
breed" of male skaters who ! 
put more emphasis on the 
ar t i s t i c  d imens ion ,  
pioneered in part by 
Canada's Toiler Cranston. 
But Cot is quick to point out 
that he doesn't like to be 
called "another Cranston." 
STRIKE ' 
IT " /  
,Ic.z 
TAKE A LOOK AROUND YOUR 
I - 
ATTIC, GARAGE, RUMPUS ROOM " ( /  
AN.  u.N You. DON'T WANTS cAs. 
AT THIS SPECIAL RATE 
'5 LINES.5 nAYS.5 DOLLARS 
m m m ~ - - m m  B u w m m  
Print your ads in the squares on rite coupon. Be sure to include 
DALLY HERALD Mail Coupon with $S.O0 cash your telephone number and leave a blank space between words. 
Cheque or Money Order to: 
"STR IKE  IT  R IOH"  "Strike It Rich" Ads Items may not exceed S250in value. Price must be included in the 
The Daily Herald advertisement. 
JDS 32,2 Kalum 
Please allow one space between words Terrace, B.C. VSG 4B4 Your advertisement will run for five consecutive days upon 
I t l l l l  I J l ) t  I J I I I I J i I i  I J i l l  receipt of coupon and accompanying payment. 
[ I  I I I I  I i l l  I I I I I  I i I I i J I i J I i : No cancellations or refunds. 
I [ J I I i l  I i l l  I I I I I  t [ I  I I I  I I I l l  , No business ads please. 
I I I I I I I J I I i I I ] I I I [ I I I I i I [ J I I Advertisements must meet the Dally Herald advertising 
| i i l l  I l l l l l l  I I l l  I ' 11111 I I I I I  : dards. 
stln. 
Name__ .  I . . . . . . .  -_ . . . . .  I Strike It Rich ads cannot be taken over the telephone. I Address " . . . . . . . . . . .  "--" I 
Postal Code I 
: Classification . . . . . . . . . .  Telephone No. . _  ' l  FOR ITEMS UP TO $2rd) IN VALUE 
: i 
I Turn Your Don't Wants into Into Instant Cash' j Take Advantage of this Speoiol Rote TodalZ L 
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ONLY SECOND PLA YOFF IN AL HIS TORY 
Bucky puts Dent in Sex pennant dreams 
champions for the third 
straight year, will begin the 
best-of-five AL cham- 
pionship playoff series at 
Kansas City against the 
Royals tonight. 
Dent, despite pain from a 
foul bali off his shin, ripped 
an offspeed pitch from 
League baseballvictory over former teammate Mike 
Boston Red Sex and won the Torrez into the screen in left 
American League East field, putting the Yankees 
Division title in a playoff ahead for good 3-2. 
Monday. Southpaw Run Guidry 
The Yankees, East earned his 25th victory 
BOSTON tAP; - -  Bucky 
Dent rall ied New York 
Yankees with a three-run 
homer in the seventh inning 
and Reggie Jackson applied 
the finishing touch with a 
solo shot in the eighth as the 
1977 World Series champions 
hung on for a 5-4 American 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
VACANCY 
POSITION: 
Steno I 
QUALIF ICAT IONS:  
1. Abil ity to type 60 w.p.m, with accuracy. 
2. Experience in filing and dictation 
equipment operation. 
3. Ability to communicate effectively both 
orally and in written form and to answer 
public inquiries. 
4. Experience with Municipal Government 
is preferred but not essential, 
DUTIES:  
Typing and filing, occasional switchboard 
duties, assisting in the to.ordination of the 
Provincial Emergency Measures Program, 
processing and maintaining records of 
Board of Variance and subdivision ap- 
plications, assisting in Public Works budget 
preparation, assisting in planning research 
protects and other related duties as 
assigned. 
HOURS OF WORK: 
8:30 a.m.  to 4:30 p.m., Monday through 
Friday. 
UNION:  
C.U.P.E. - Local 2012 
RATE OF PAY: 
$485.10 bi-weekly, (1978 rate) increasing to 
$513.78 bi-weekly upon satisfactory com. 
plefion of three month probation period. 
BENEF ITS :  
U.I.C. 
Canada Pension Plan 
M.S.A. & Dental 
Life Insurance Plan 
Pension Plan 
RESPONSIBLE  TO: 
The Superintendent of Public Works. 
Applications to be submitted to the un- 
dersigned no later than 4:30 p.m. Friday, 
October ]3th, 1978. 
E.H. Thomas 
Supt. of Public Works 
against .lily iln'ee losses, 
with late-iii,,ing relief from 
Ricli (hlssage, 
6ossage. after yiclding 
two runs ill I he eighth, ended 
thcuprising by getting Butch 
Iltil)silll tin a fly ball for the 
seclmd out tlf the inning and 
striking liUl (langerous 
George Still I. 
The lied Sex, who h, rced 
only tile sectmd playoff in AL 
hislory by winning their last 
eighl games of the regular 
season, look a 2-0 lead, but 
Torrez, Ihe Yankees' World 
Series pitching hero a year 
ago while playing llut his 
option, was unable to hold 
die advanlagc. 
Guidry. who Ilorled tWo 
consecutive two-hit shutoats 
against tile l{ed Sox in 
Septcmber, was nicked for a 
run as 39-year.tlld Carl 
Yast rzenlski drilled a homcr 
into tile riglll field stands 
leading off Ille second, it was 
Yaslrzemski's 17th hllmer of 
the scason and N..383 of his 
illust rious career. 
The lied Sox added a run in 
tile sixth till a double by Rick 
Burleson, a sacrifice and it 
single by Jim Rice. 
The Yankees. checked ou 
just lwohils by T.rrez for six 
innings, rallied with one out 
in tile seventh. 
Singles by Chris Cham- 
bliss and lioy White started 
the rally. Pinch hiller J im 
Spencer flied to left h ,  the 
second .ut, but Dent 
folhi'.i,'ed with a curving shot 
into tile serccn hlr a honler, 
liis fifth of Ihe year. 
The Yankees got anolher 
run in Ihe inning as Mickey 
Rivers walked, stole second 
and scored on Thurman 
Munson's double Io left 
cehtre. Munson, who had 
struck out his first thrce 
times at bal against Torrez, 
cormectcd against reliever 
Bob Stanley. 
The Yankees grit 'the 
decisive run in the eighth 
when Jackson led off against 
All the 
HONDAS 
Stanley with a lowering 
drive into the centre field 
bleachers for his 271h homer 
of tile seas.n. 
In the bottom of the eighth, 
Jerry Remy doubled and 
Yastrzemski singled him 
h,me for Boston's third run. 
Carlton Fisk then singled 
and Fred Lynn d.elivered a
run-scoring single before 
Gossage retired tlobson and 
Scull. 
The lied Sox had one final 
sh.i in Ihe ninlh when, wilh 
.no out, Burleson walked 
and Remy lined a single to 
righl which Leo Piniella lost 
in die sun. Rice, the major 
league's home run and 
slugging champion, flied Io 
right, and Yastrzemski 
popped foul to Nettles to end 
tile game. 
Dem, who had only four 
homers during the 162-game 
season, collected his 38th, 
39th and 401h RBIs with the 
homer. 
Then Jackson applied the 
crusher by belting a 2-1 pitch 
imo the centre field 
bleachers off Stanley at the 
.,,larl of the eighth. 
Andy Hassler replaced 
Stanley after Jackson's 
homer and had to give way to 
Dick Drago in the ninth. Tile 
lied Sex were unable, to 
catch up against Gossage, 
who rectlrded his 27th save 
despite a two-run Boston 
eighth. 
'J'lit lied Sox, who led New 
York i,,. i4 games on July 19, 
befolt, ,,:. Yankees began 
tilcir CtilnCt;;t~k. made a 
game t..i vai l :  ~ '~ pull out 
a vieto: in tile d~tlL 
Rcmy led off Ille inning 
witl) a ground double down 
the right field line and, after 
Rice flied out, scored on 
Yaslrzcmskrs line single Io 
centrc. Yastrzemski came 
around on singles by Fisk 
and Lynn before Hobson 
flied Io right and Scott struck 
tim io end the uprising. 
The victory climaxed a 
tremendous comeback by 
! 
I 
i 
I 
ihe Yankees under lit,i) 
l,on'li~n, whu look l iver as 
nianagcr ~,n Ju ly 25 after 
Bill)' Marlin was fired. The 
Yankees caughl tilt, lied S.x 
in eal ' i )  ,',ielitcnlher i)y 
swet, ping a f.ur-game series. 
ill Itlisliin. New ~'lirk ini lvcd 
.:|*~ gaines ahead hy healing 
Ilii,411111 iwi l  straighl in 
Yankee Sladium in mid- 
Sept mebcr, hut i lie Red S.x 
salvaged Ihe final game .f 
¢hc regular season series, 
starting ahol streak. 
_FR USTRATING YEAR FOR EXPOS 
B.su;n won eight games in 
a row and 12 of their last 14 in 
lotting only the second tie- 
breaking playoff in 
American League history. 
Need more bench strength 
MONTREAL (CP) -- Mtln- 
Ireal Expos have known 
worse seasons ince starting 
in the National'League in 
1969, but perhaps none was 
more frustrating than the 
just-completed 1Oth cam- 
paign. 
The 1978 won-lust record of 
76-86 was only one victory 
better than lasl year. 
Montreal finished hmrth in 
the East Division. 
Olympic Stadium fans 
have little more Io cheer 
aboul than left-hander Ross 
Grimsley's 20 victories, an 
improved detente and the 
.297 batting average of left 
fielder Warren Cromartie. 
"We had letdowns in three 
areas-- Ihe I)ench, the 
bullpen and elulcli hitting," 
said sectmd-year manager 
Dick Williams. 
The Exp.s had a .169 leahl 
pincll-hilting average based 
un 27 hits in 160 al-bals. Jose 
M.rfiles had truly i wo fewer 
pinchhils by ilimself in 1976. 
Resting regulars were 8- 
ft~r-25 for a .320 average in a 
p inchhitt ing capac i ty  
leaving lilt non-regular~ 
wilh a .141 mark. Regular 
,uffielders Andre Dawson 
and Ellis Valentine, with one 
cacll, had tile team's only 
pinch-lilt home runs. 
The Expos were 31-24 after 
boa( ing l.,s Angeles DtKIgers 
i~n June 9, but thai proved to 
caPtUred by the camera is some of the ex- 
citement a t  the University of Victoria In- 
vitational Volleyball Tournament held in the are here • i B.C. capital city over the weekend. The Jones. 
be the season's summit. 
From June 10 on. the club's 
rccord was 45-62. and it was 
a virtual overnight disap- 
pearance of clutch hitting 
thin made Ihe difference. 
Despite a 20-11 record by 
Grimsley, who became tile 
firsi Expos pitcher io win 
that many games in a 
season, the starters trum at 
62-63 for the season. 
Steve Rogers, who missed 
the end of the season after 
elbow surgery, was 13-10, but 
Wayne Twitchell and Rudy 
May, other .riginal mem- 
bers of the rotation, were 4- 
12 and 8-1o respectively. May 
was handicapped by a 
fractured ankle in mid- 
season. 
Young pitchers Dan  
Schatzeder, Scott Sanderson 
and Hal Dues appear to have 
solid shots at starting spols 
next spring. The relievers 
had a combined 14-23 record. 
There was some depth in 
Ihe RBI department. 
Valentine had 76, Carter and 
Dawson 72 each and Parrlsh 
70, marking the firsl time the 
Expos have had five players 
with 70 or more. 
The Expos now are the 
only major league xpansion 
team of the 196Os never to 
iu/ve played .500 hall and 
have a 10-year ecord of 705: 
907, a winning percentage of
.437. 
Caledonia Girls went down for the tourney, and 
finished a very creditable 10th out of the sixteen 
teams participating. Photo by Clayton Lloyd- 
/ol leybal l  is the name of the 
.q~J~~' , , ,d~ -- Volleyball was in the high boys squad , defeated Illird set, handily defeating o take eve 1 p a e ' the 
school athletic spotlight over tlouston, Vanderlmof, and Aslmroft 15-9, 15-1. They West division of the North 
the weekend, as no fewer Kelly lload, bowed 15-10, 15- trounced Maple Ridgein the West zone. The boys beat 
than three Terrace schools II to Dawson Creek, and first playoff round, winning Booth two games straight, 
15-13 and 15.41 downed Port 
drive a Honda today at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4912 HWy. 16 
Terrace, 6.C. VOG tk0 } 
630.8171 
HOND.~k Oea ler Licence Number 02066A I 
MR. RETAILER... 
; tonal ly 
ur ads! 
. . . . . . . .  : . . . . .  i ...................................... n ...... )nhaim, 
a nationwide Creative Newslmper Art Service, we have 
the essential ingredienls h)r buihling more i)owerhd, 
better-looking and hetier selling ads. As a Stamps- 
Conhaim suhseriher, we irate Ihv adxantage of lop- 
flight advertising i)rofessionals al our fintwriil)s to hel I) 
yOU. 
TERRACE-K IT IMAT 
had teams involved in 
various tournaments. 
The Caledonia boys and 
girls volleyball teams went 
off in two separale direc- 
tions, as the boys travelled to 
Prince George to participate 
in the Polar Invitational 
Volleyball tournament, and 
the girls flew to Victoria to 
take part in the University of 
Victoria Invitational High 
School Volleyball tour- 
namenl. 
The Prince George 
tournament had a total of 12 
teams competing, and tile 
squads were divided into two 
divisions. The Caledonia 
were downed 15-8. 15-lO by 
Willianls l,ake, ending up 
witll a 6th place finish out of 
12 learns. Team coach Bob 
Cooper commented. "It was 
a g.~d experience for the 
boys. Hopefully next time 
around we'll dll a little 
better," 
rneanwlnie, in Victoria the 
Oh'Is ,cam finished 10th out 
iff tile 16 teams competing. 
They gel .ff ill a bad start 
Ioshtg Io Claremont 15-10. 15- 
5. The squad did semen, hat 
better in tileir next set. 
agninsi Esquimall extending 
it l i,e full three games before 
losing 6-o ill tile final. The 
girls got untracked in their 
both games by the identical 
score of 15-1. In their final 
sol played to decide 9th and 
toth place in the tourney, the 
girls lost a close match, 15- 
i l l ,  15-9 to Port Alberni. 
Caledonia's Lynn Carey, 
incidentally, was chosen to 
the 1st All-Star team, quite 
an honor for the local 
athlete. 
The Skeena High 
volleyball teams were busy 
as well, travelling to Booth 
Memorial School in Prince 
Rupert, for a playday held 
there. 
Tile Skeena jr. A boys 
made a clean sweep 
Saturday, winning 3 matches 
TERMINAL 
E jBESS__ _ 
(635-3680) 
Paroel Pickup & Delivery 
Light Packages & Parcels 
Ohairs - Rediners - End Tables - 
Portable T.V. 
Suites (Kitchen & Living Room) 
Beds & Box Springs 
MASTER BEDROOM DRESSERS OR OHESTS 
FRIG'S, STOVES, WASHER OR DRYERS 
District of Terrace Only dally her, aid 
Simpson 15-2, 18-16, and 
outlasted Kitimat 15-13, 1215, 
15-13 in a tightly fought 
match. Both won 2 mat- 
ches. lost I; Kitimat won I 
match, lost 2, and Port 
Simpson lost 3 matches. 
Although Port Simpson 
didn't win a match, they 
came close to upsetting both 
Skeena and Kitimat. 
In jr. B bo~,s, the Kitimat 
team again proved to be the 
power, beating Skeena 15-7, 
15-13, and handily beating 
Booth 15-10, 12-15, 15-9. 
Skeena came up shorl 
against Booth, losing 15-13, 
12-15, 15-13. 
Skeena jr. A girls fared 
better this weekend, winning 
3 matches and losing I to 
Kitimat. Skeena is in 2nd 
place in the West division, 
right behind Kitima[. 
Skeena beat Port Simpson 
15-9, 15-7, Booth 13-8, 15.9, 
and beat Prince Rupert 
Senior Secondary School 15- 
4, 16-14. The girls lost to 
Kitimat in 3 games by the 
scores of 12-15, 15-11, 10-15. 
Skeena B girls maintained 
,heir posit ion at the top of the 
jr. B girls league by downing 
Booth 'C' 15-10, 15-12, 
hanging on to defeat Kitimat 
'B' 15-12, 15-13, and beating 
Kitimat'C' 15-4,15-0. Their 7 
match winning streak ex. 
finding back to last 
weekend's 4 victories ended 
when the girls were upset by 
Booth'B' 11-15, 10-15. 
Comments Skeena athletic 
director Tom Watkinson, 
"Generally the calibre of 
play has improved and the 
sportsmanship of the players 
on the floor wss com. 
mendable. 
CongratulaHonn!" 
At Thornhill Jr. Secondary 
School, the bo~'s and girls 
volleyball teams were 
hosting a playdsy with 
teams from Smithers, 
Houslon, Hazelton, and 
Aiyansh taking part. The 
boys team swept all their 
matches, coasting to a first 
place finish in their section., 
The girls won all their 
matches except the on~ 
against Houston, coming up 
with a second place finish; 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
dally herald 
. 
SECOND 
SECTION 
OUTDOOR MASS FOR POPE 
VATICAN CITY (AP) --  
• Cardinals of the Roman 
Catholic Church will jointly 
celebrate Pope John Paul's 
outdoor funeral Mass with 
the same solemn simplicity 
that marked the funeral of 
Pope Paul VI less than two 
months ago, the Vatican 
announced Monday. 
Forty of the 127 cardinals 
to i,ave arrived so far met in 
the Apostolic Palace to 
complete arrangements for 
Wednesday's funeral. 
In a drenching rain out- 
side, mourners numbering in
the tens of thousands took 
refuge under umbrellas and 
huddled beneath Bernini's 
tail colonnade on St. Peter's 
Square as they waited to 
view the Pope's body, lying 
in state on a catafalque 
before the main altar of the 
cathedral. 
The cardinals et the time 
of the funeral Mass, atop the 
broad marble steps of St. Pe- 
ter's, at 4 p.m. local time 
Funeral. to be simple affair 
Wednesday"(11 a.m. EDT). Ihecr,wdsSunday, when an study papers, perhaps in- wili be looking for a man like ebrands of the Netherlands 
It is expected to be televised cstim:tted 300,000 braved a 
worldwide. 
Mter the funeral Mass, the 
body of Pope John Paul will 
be buried opposite the tomb 
of his predecessor in the 
grotto under the basilica. 
The Congregation of 
Cardinals, administering the 
700-million-member church 
in the period between popes, 
also issued a statement 
expressing "worry, ap- 
prehension and sorrow" over 
the renewed heavy fighting 
in Lebanon. 
Pope John Paul, who died 
last Thursday of a heart 
attack after just 34 days as 
pope, was reported to have 
been considering a trip to 
that war-torn country in an 
attempt to act as a 
peacemaker.. 
Because it was the start of 
a work week, .the line of 
mourners waiting in the 
downpour for a last glimpse 
of the Pope was smaller than 
steady rain I,o view the body. 
I,ox~gtime Vatican ob- 
servers called it the greatest 
tmlptmring of affection for a 
dead l)ontiff in recent times. 
Well over a halfmillion had 
vicwcd the body in four days. 
"Y,u see, even though it's 
raining a lot of people have 
c, me," said Giovanni 
Oliviere, 35, standing on line 
M.nday. "People loved him. 
lie was a real pastor of the 
pc,pie, lie's left a personal 
example of what the people 
want. which will be difficult 
fro" his successor to follow." 
The Pope's lace looked 
grey and waxen, and the 
basilica Was shut down 
periodically Monday so 
tmdcrtakers could retouch it. 
Embalmers said sudden 
death caused the body to 
deleriorate faster but that 
they expected it to remain on 
public display until the 
funeral. 
The Vatican said the Pope 
died of a massive heart 1 000 forced altack Thursday hight, but the body did not undergo an
autopsy. The major daily 
newspaper Corriere della out by fire Sers, echoing the thoughts of many Italians, mentioned in- 
evitable doubts in the ab- 
sence of an autopsy. But 
MISSISSAUGA, Ont. (CP) 
-- About 1,000 people twice 
were forced to flee their 
homes here Monday before 
flrefighters brought under 
control a raging fire in a 
storage tank containing two 
million gallons of fuel oil. 
Residents near the Texaco 
Canada Ltd. refinery in this 
city just west of Toronto 
jumped into their cars and 
headed for safety after 
flames and smoke began 
_. billowing from the tank 
"" about 2 a.m. EDT. 
Emergency reception 
centres were set up in a 
library and an arena as well 
as the Texaco community 
'centre as police cordoned off 
the area, which includes 
luxury homes in the $200,000 
range. 
City firefighters joined 
forces with those from 
Texaco, BP, Shell and Gulf 
oil companies-- all located in 
the area--as well as others 
from the Toronto and 
Downsview airports and the 
federal transport depart- 
merit. 
Margaret 
No damage stimate was 
available on the blaze which 
took l0 hours to bring under 
control. Texaco fficials aid 
the fire apparently started in 
a fuel line pump beneath the 
tank. 
No major injuries were re- 
ported. 
Residents first fled their 
homes after the fire started. 
Later they were allowed to 
return but were evacuated 
again when a second tank 
threat eJltKI,to catch fire. : 
A Texac6' spokesmaq said 
the blaze was discovered by 
a night security guard on a 
routine patrol at the site in 
the south of this city of about 
285,000. 
After several hours, fire- 
fighters called in extra 
foamproducing machines in 
an effort to contain the fire to 
one tank. Twelve other 
storage tanks on the site 
were hosed own repeatedly. 
Witnesses said the fire was 
visible for several 
kiiometres and that the noise 
of the explosion startled 
many persons from their 
sleep. 
While residents waited for 
word on when they could 
return home, 16 police cars 
patrolled the deserted area 
• to prevent looting. recovering During the blaze, the main 
line used by CNR and CP 
SYDNEY (AP) -- Prin- 
cess Margaret arrived in 
Australia on Monday to 
recuperate from a flu.like 
ailment that forced her to 
cancel plans to officiate at 
independence day celebra- 
tions of Tuvalu, the world's 
newest country. 
The princess was smiling 
but looked pale and weak as 
she left a Hercules aircraft 
of the Royal New Zealand 
Air Force. She was taken 
away in a Rolls Royce to the 
home of Sir Redan Cutler, 
governor of New South 
Wales. 
Princess Margaret spent 
part of the flight on a 
stretcher and stayed in a 
special wood-lined com- 
partment that muffled the 
plane's noise. A doctor diag- 
nosed the illness as an acute 
respiratory problem. 
Rail, about 15 kilometres 
from the fire site, was 
closed. GO transit halted its 
commuter t ain service west 
of the Port Credit station in 
Mississauga until about 
noon. 
Lou Parsons, Peel Region 
chairman, said the fire was 
the first serious one at the 
refinery since it was 
established more than 20 
years ago. 
A Texaco spokesman said 
every effort would be made 
to continue regular service 
to customers although a 
minor service disruption was 
possible. 
A team of experts from the 
Ontario fire marshal's of- 
fice, the provincial 
evironment ministry and 
Texaco will be investigating 
t.o determine the exact cause 
of the blaze. 
autopsies are not called for 
in provisions of the church 
constitution applying to 
periods between popes. 
The official Vatican Radio, 
meanwhile, said it learned 
that the pontiff was clutching 
calving personal thoughts or 
speeches, when his body was 
found in bed Friday mor- 
ning. Earlier it had been 
reported that a 16th-century 
meditation book, The Imi- 
tation of Christ, was either 
next to him or in his hands •
when the body was 
discovered. 
Cardinals arriving fur the 
funeral and conclave to elect 
the next pope, which begins 
Oct. 14. have indicated they 
Albino Cardinal Luciani, 
who became Pope John Paul 
l--meaning a cardinal with 
substantial pastoral ex- 
perience as a leader of faith- 
ful and no connection with 
the central church adminis- 
tration. 
For the past four centuries 
all popes have been Italians, 
their intricate knowledge of 
the Vatican working in their 
favor. 
Cardinals Johannes Will- 
and Eduardo Pironio of 
Argentina, and French 
Cardinal Jean Villot are 
considered possible candi- 
dates if the conclave looks 
for a non-Italian. 
But the apparent front- 
runners remain Italian, such 
as  Cardinals Salvatore 
Pappalardo of Palermo, 
Corrado Ursi of Naples, 
Giuseppe Siri of Genoa and 
Giovanni Benelli of Flor- 
ence. 
Business 
Not listed in our 
B.C. Tel Directory. 
) AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL - 635-2040 
DIAL.AN-ORDER 632-3683 
TERRACE VETERINARY CENTRE 
We,res,o.u,o ,o,s,,,.., ,,,.,,,. 
OLI'S PLACE - 798.2231 
Lnsted  -,s -,u,,,u..,,,.,,,, 
Here /  o,,Free" for ONE month courtesy of T H H E R A L D  
• If you wish your Business Phone 
listed for your customers please call 
63S-3300 
636-6367 
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Prices Effective October 2 to 
October 7 Wednesday to 
Saturday. 
In Terrace 
A l l  Safeway Stores will be 
closed October 9th 
Thanksgiving Day ! 
Let it be known that I, C.D. Maroney 
Self-Basting 
Turkey 
Young. Frozen. 
Safeway. 
,,,,h A t29 Butter". Grade Ib, • 
Boneless Hams 
+feway Cry.O.Vac. S3 3 9  
Halves or Whole lb. a, 
m D n i  mm mm ~ i i  amammmmmm e lmm~ m mm ~ ~ mm ~ D e  
According to our 
cuslomers, it's the 
best deal intown. 
Test drive a Honda today at 
~.  TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4912 H~vy. 16 
Terrace, B.C. VSG IL8 
638-8171 
HONDA Dea!e_ r' LI .¢_en_c_e_ N u m b e_ r_0 2 06 6 +A . . . . . . .  
Oottap Rolls 
Maple Leaf. Heat & Serve. 
Cry-O.Vac halves. ,:t 99 
Cranberries 
Town House, Whole or 5 9 C 
dolly. 14 fh oz. Tin 
'um'k 9 
Town House. C 
28 fl. oz. Tin 
Tomato Juice 
Town Houses 7 9 c 
48 fh oz. Tin 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  dn_ l  ., 
Mayor of the 
District of Terrace, by the powers vested in me do hereby 
declare that= 
Ice Cream 
Lucerne. S 
Assorted Litre 
I ,1 Flavour..  G in . .  
Eggnog 
L..r...,..nd 
full.of spuee! 
1 L,tro Carton 
White Flour 
Mrs. Wright'e All Purpose. 
20 
WHEREAS: 
WHEREAS: 
WHEREAS: 
the  loss  o f  s ight  i s  amongst  the  greates t  
a f f l i c t ions  o f  ch i ld ren  and adu l ts ;  and 
it is now known that  th rough proper  t ra in ing  
and  the  oppor tun i ty  to  deve lop  the i r  sk i l l s ,  
they  can  grasp  the  joy  o f  ach ievement  and ,can  
come a long  way towards  independent  l i v ing ;  and  
th i s  communi ty  can  benef i t  both  soc ia l l y  and  
economica l ly  f rom the  t ra in ing  and educat ion  
o f  the  b l ind ;  and  
Fresh 
Washington 
No. 1 Grade 
1 lb. Cello Bag 69' 
WHEREAS: a t  th i s  t ime the  Canad ian  Nat iona l  Ins t i tu te  I L 3119 
fo r  the  Bl ind  i s  seek ing  suppor t  and  under -  Jewel Yams c 
s tand ing  fo r  i t s  campaign  on beha l f  o f  the  
b l ind  who l i ve  in  our  mids t  and who need our  J - - - - - - - - - .Cal i f°rnia Grown. lb. 
, help; 
NOW THEREFORE I DO HEREBY PROCLAIM the week of October 2nd_  
through 7th, 1978 as CANADIAN NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE • 
BLIND (C .N . I .B . )  WEEK in  Ter race j  and urge  every  member o f  
th i s  communi ty  to  g ive  thought fu l  suppor t  and unders tand ing  
to  th i s  p rogramme which  w i l l  s t rengthen  and  enr ich  the  
l i ves  o f  the  b l ind .  
Brussels Sprouts 49  c 
6.C. Grown He. 2 Grade 
Potatoes 
B.C. Norgold. 
No. 1 Grade 1 '189 . 
"GOD SAVE THE QUEEN" 
Sales in Retail Quantities only. 
C A N A O A  m A F E W A Y  L I M I T E  r~ 
t 
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[] [] 
ROOM PLANNI~. . [V!~ADE EASY 
. . ::.:..:::.,.;,~i~ 
subdivision possibilities. 
Has 3 bedrooms, fireplace, 
full basement. A second 
smaller home on same 
property rented. 2V4 acres 
could provide tO building 
lots. For more details call 
Horst or ~Christel. MLS 
"i ~:;;~' '~ 
Why rent? Invest in a 
small house. One bedroom 
bungalow for sale on Olsen 
Avenue. Closo proximity to 
downtown. Asking S28,000. 
Call and see if on 
Roalscope in our office. 
II • 
: THORNHILL REVENUE PROI)ERTIES : 
: ~~.~.~'L~,3911 PAQUETTE on .98 acre with tour large : 
:,.,.. ~ ~l~. 1 ': ~ suites, two aqd three bedroom. Was pr cad at 
.~*i/~ :': ~ $75000 and recently reduced to just $65,000. 
...+~!:~ ,.;~ .;. Excellent location and good occupancy history. : 
: - :'~' . . . . .  ~" " ~:~'~ i ;  offer.C°uld pay for Itself, Listed exclusive, Try your. : 
~I 3/60 MULLER STREET. Soundly constructed : 
: duplex, always occupled, Two bedrooms In each : 
unit, some furniture and appllances Included, 
: On drilled well. Just $31,500. M.L.S. : 
. . . .  38/! PINE STREET. Central to schools, upper : 
: and lower duplex with two bedrooms each. : 
Appliances Included. Affached carport. Worth WIGHTMAN AND SMITH REALTY 
looking into. Asking just $31,500. Listed ex. : 
: c,us,ve .I Feature Home of.the_ Week 
: ACREAGES , .H Large home for year round hv]ng on the shores,  11 ACRES on Dover Road lust off Kalum Lake Road, also 70 acres In same : 
: area. eothhavesub.d lv l s lonpotent la l .  Inqulreformoredetal ls .  : Lakelse Lake. This home is located on First 
THREE. QUARTERSacreon Skeene Street. Ideal residential building site. 
: Presently in natural state. Asking $16,000. : Avenue w i th  easy  access  f rom Terrace or Kitimal 
: BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY F irstrateSingei'SewlngFranchlseStoreand : Highway 25. This rustic looking home has 1400 
: Fabr,cbuslness. E=e,entreturnonlnvestment shown and good growth, n ft..on the ma!n f loor with a large upper floor. 
Located in prime location, leased premises. Asking lust $20,000. Plus stock, 
: at cost. Call Bob RIpmeesferaboutthlsexcltlngopportunify. M.L.S. : Lzwng room ]s done in open beam effect and ha~ 
: eRANDNEWRESIOENCEstlllunderconstructlon. Act now and plck out : heatilator fireplace. Four bedrooms,  master beix 
your final finishing details. Spacious home features: fireplace, natural gas : 
heat and hot water, patio over carport, full basement complete with roughed 
: ,nplumblng for extra hath. Large ,ot, quletresldentlalerea. Call into our : over 300 sq. ft. Covered verandas both front an(]. 
: offlceendasktoseetheplans. LlstedexcluslveatlustS48,500. : back. Boat dock. Workshop and sauna In braid] 
a A.E. Le Page Limited Coast Coast Real Estate Service ~ behind the house.  Affordably priced at $54,000. 
Helen GIIbertson J 
all ~l  P 117  p ~ ~ ~ J i  635.3609 = CALL WIGHTMAN t SMITH REALTY 
I I  ~ ~ BRIm ~ - , L , ~  JE t  1 Stun Parker In 
I • • ~ ,~r  • '11  .~  w J l  I I  635-4031 I I  
U v . . . .  v , .  v , ,  EVENINGS 635.2826Harry' Smith " 836-6361 FOR' FURTHER DETAILS, 
LAKELSE AVE ,•.•••.=•....=••=.=,.•-...==..===.•=..•=.., Jim Duffy • , ) Iht ] Ibl~)~ il in I 635-6688 ' • Ih're'~ ;I sh]lrt'¢l [isJ| I't't'. I I~ ! 'ANT BAKE/ ) .  : 1 • " ' ~ 
• Bob Rlpmeester • 5'1'1 "1"1"1':1) B..L~S pail. add fish. II:ll, t' ill 
I~ ASK ABOU' I  OUR OTHER LISTINGS. 635.2832 • ipl, t'r.m the ~,Olltht';t~t '"" , [;'or your home to have ~.:,will~all["~ljoyrond appre- 
.li•-l=•lllii•i••..ll,-ll~llli•••.=•••l•l••••l.••=•Bm .~ttt*'~ t. ~.r.',,',, v,,,; .ew W;i.ql a"ddrva,~p]it.,'v- heah'd :330. d,.~,'t.,,.~.,ve, . . . . . .  hakizl~ dish: " i.~rer.'ih'd .l-lh, .~tript'(~ ha.~s: " t.r .13-3Ii mil.lti'~, .Mal.,~ .I roo~ as"attra~ti~ is;:'t~l~ ~ c}~{e.:'It ~~(pla3i~ and il- 
• . . . . . . . .  one,. you have '{o start off lustrat~ an assortment ~f  
. on the right foot. fu rn i tu res  s ty les ,  f rom spr'inkh, i,lside a.t t out st'rvili~, Ab, o ~)( I  with . . . . . . .  
~vitJl sail slit] I)t'l)l}t'r..S:ltlte wt,;ikfi,~Jl, imllh,t a .d  met'k- To keep you in step French provincial to mod- 
'~ with new decorating ideas, ern contemporary, and of. I t'h.pl~t'd .m.n. ."  ~hl~p.~. ,,rt,I. 
t 'h , l} lWd i}arslt,y. .!; Ih, S;illtl ;Uld salt Iil;i.v }it" Olin, the people who make furs practical tips about'  
~lit.t,d nmqlrot)m~ jail:} thl- sla.dur(I (h,-icers in wintry Omalon carpet foundat ion-  lighting, colon, fabric~ and 
.~1)~. iziar~al'illt, uliti]' OlliOll are:is, espedally . . .w , i r  a new long-wearing carpet carpets, 
~'~'ll,~.~. Iht;ll add ~/IdX|lil't' driveway, hut .~OIIl('Ollt' has underlay-wil l  furnish you The booklet also has a 
• t'OIIIt' . I  ) with still another with s booklet to assistyou room planning grid, on 
h) It ' l l  l) s,d't J)rt'ad tTml|l)s l)ro(hlt,t the ~r: i ln l ] ;W in creating aroom thstsuits which yoa can plan your 
, room's appearance the way z:ii.~t.~l .'ilh .? Isp~. I're.~h i)r s,d,sla.t't.-u.~ed i .  v,)ur your family right down to .. 
t ushio me room ShOWn here is (ll'it'tl Illlllt..~t'aSl)l| |(| t:lSh,, t it's lath r b z~k( I TIu "svn the earpe e n. l " 
Shili" fi~], with mixture a,d 1i, iic ,r,)d',itt 'n.t ~,;,h" panned above. The fm'nl. When your  carpel foun. lure cutouts, drawn to scale ' 
t,l.sv ol)e, it g will h).II - , '. ' l, . i ;  . . . . . .  " dation is Omalon, you get in the most popular fume. 
• . , ' . . • ( I ( ' - I ( ' ( '~ .  I )11 |  Wi l l  ( IO  I I [ ( I t '  o r  
i)lt'~s , r  z~v sew ~ t,~ , , consistent all.over carpet Lure styles and sizes, are also 
' ", . ' . .  l l l )  (h t l l l a~( '  |o  V(  i l r  (h ' l v t ' -  
nevl'r;t, ~asll¢'s lllh) sklll. W'IV 'lilt] lawn " support  that helps maintain included and can be placed 
. .... your carpet's appearance in var ious  arrangements, 
. . . . . .  : II i Ooooooooooeeooeeoo j  even after years of heavy saving time and money. 
. . . . .  . _ _  oo . ,oo  . 
,~.~ ~'or your copy of me ' i~ \  DOUGLAS = ':/0'/'//'/'~ carpet foundation makes . . . .  ~ ~ . . , . . ~  ~l~' .~p l l~a-~~ i . . . .  rraetical Room Planner any carpet ieel more mxu- D . . . . .  " - - -  
eeoraung ~tt seno zu ~ ~,y byvZewing~Zshomel - -~ '  ~ CHANNEL i - . -  ~: 'Cs,~'~E~..  riou~. ,t also will not col- . @~/ I . ' .~  " . . . . . . . . . . .  W . _. cents to Omalon Room 
~ ~ ~  ~ ....... can one appreciate I t s l  O\ ~1~'\ REALTY • mpseorerumozeaway, p . . . . . . .  • . tanner, uox 4t)O, Mount 
1call at our office and see Well kept family home on A large lot with garden features. Large masterl Adso dependable zs thaw . . . . . . . . . . . .  "Pr I al vernon, -New XOrK tUb0g 
Iour Reals¢ope of this cute Qeeenswav. 124g sq. ft. area and established trees bedroom, two additional I @'~t~l l : , t '~-" LTD. e act'c Room Planner , 
Decorating Kit." It includes It could help' you put 
|bungalow located in quiet has 4 bedrooms, ensuite is the selling for this 3 bedrooms and an equally I ~ 2 J ~ ~  Q) a family life.style analyzer your best foot forward 
|setting on no thru road in plumblng and wall fo wall bedroom1034 sq. ff. home. large family room com-,: 632"4721 : to help you create the en- whenever anyone walks into 
|Uplands area. Large one carPeting. Double garage Fireplace in living room pliment the fine" home. 1 vironment hat your family your home. 
|care yard provides good 20'x28'. Asking $3,,900. and a second one is located Located on lSx2OO, fencedl : and doors 
Ig arden area. Call Horst or Christel to in partially finished full lot and open to offers. Cal l |  ']['lle ENERGY . view this interesting basement. Home is listed Kelly or Muriel for your| 
property, at $53,S00. Call Kelly. realestate needs. I -- DAVE SERRY i WASTE WATCIIER Storm windows 
~:~#"' . ~ ~ . ~  .. •~ 632.4426 •~ This co/,mn will look, at pal,- ThewmdowmOdernls des~aUneminum storm 
i OFFICIAL BLOCK BROB.ASSOCIATE DEALERS ~ less ways o[ c'ttttin.~ down your . " 'g d to remain 
~Y_ KITIMAT i /uel ~nd electricity bills at In place all year round, a wel. 
I ~ ~ -=,, l i  , • . . . w s ~ come convenlence .. A-12 Vzsta V]Ib, ~ $14,500 • ho,,,~, ~a,,e a..; s.#~e ,o.s. ' for the 
, householder T Seml them alo.R to the E~zergv . he older 
Home on acreage with . , o  .~ ~ 93 Part,"~k.'~JO0 • Waste Watcher at l./,,'.atio;,,, wooden-framed storm win- 
; et dows should be rest ) lvlslon ,os iblilles. Rural setling, 4year old A spacious, quality built ; 76  r ( ~ 0 0  • EMR, 588Bo(tbStre ,Ottawa " ' ailed in, 
c l ce, mobile home on Scotfon home, set among mature 
I basemo,,t. A second A comfortable starter . Road. Has two bedrooms trees and shrubs, is • 83 Swalk - $42,500 • A'IA 0E4. theearlYfurnace.fall b foreif theStartinghouseUPis 
,s ier lrm  home ..~or me young, plus extra room in ad. ava i lab le  for the • Snowbird lots selling fast ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  air-conditioned throughout ~lngle-paneo wmuuws a .u  . . . . . .  . Kecently reaecorared 1 dition, oil heat Bi is--*--i--': . . . . . .  " . . . .  0out31e wmuows can do uninsulated outer doors pro- a 
,pertyronled. 2V4acres k .a  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , .  • g d . . . . . . . . . . .  w,  . . . . . .  . r .  • C -7  V is ta  VHlage - $10,500 ~ v,ue very utue resistance to cool air in the summ " d i¢ e I0 l ing ~,'=.".~.","_"'_o"U'~,~_,.". ' ' "  120'xl32' treed lot. A place This large family home . . . . . . . . .  year-round job of keeping in 
. c o otollscall ~,y~.,.[,; ,~ ,;.,r~m~;e.. of your own tor only features manyof the most 
r~Ch, istel.  m g..~encea yaro:. I.OCalea S18,$00. Call Horst or sought atter amenities and ~ 1727 Gyrfalcon (MLS) • suit, they make easy escape wimln WalKing alstan¢e TO C chilly winter gusts. As a re- heat in the wJnte; cr aria 
~ ' ~ : ~ ~ ~ " ;  ;, ,,~.~" ] centre of town. wny'"- pay viewinghristel o arrange for CanphonebeviewedatanYMuriel for' antime'ap. ; = S30 ,500  • routes for indoor heat and If you're not fussy about a 
:i,~~. :, ~ ~ rent when you can own this ' nnintment 
• :.:~:~,~, property for only $19,S00. "" " • 58  Clifford - 858,000 ~ waste many heating dollars, clear view, plastic sheeting 
~ ~ CalM Horst or Christel for ~ 30 Gander - $30,000 ; xou can remedy the problem dosely titled to the outdoor 
by installing double-glazed window frames can do a 
~ ~  vi.wlng. : 95 St ik ine -  $40,000 $ windows or storm windows fairly good insulation job, 
Ideal investment. ,0 3~/~ Acres on Lakelse Lake 
,  r t  I t i   Residential fourplex 
ll  o TALK TO US ABOUT complexcnSoucieAvenue, vestment. Duplex with ~ 87 Currie- $70,000 ; 
Ig l  f r s l   Isen YOUR REAL ESTATE Livelnoneunltandderlve side by side units. Two ; Why not call us today • 
s o. lme roximlty  NEEDS. revenue fromother three, bedroom, fireplace, kit. 
vnto n. ,asking $ , 0. Centrallecation makosthls chen dining area. GOod 6 fo r  your  free appraisel • 
II   it  property on attractive income possibilities. • • 
Ilscope in our office. ' residence for tenants. Asking $64,500. Call Kelly. • Dou|la| OhannBI "Performs" 0 
AFTER OFF IOE HOURS • We Offer ServioeB in gp w 
• APPRAISALS-PROPERTY MARACEMENT • 
HORST liODLINSKI . 636-5397 KELLY SQUIRES- 63§-161C • LOT SALES - DEVELOPMEHT 
FRANK SKIDMORE - 63ii-C6R1 OHRISTEL 60DLINSKI - 636-§397 • • OANADA WIDE REFERRAL SERVIOE 0 
u,,..,,., .e.,,, "°" ~"'" • , MORTcARES I RENTALS • 
O We re Number 3, we try harder 
The everlasting charm of traditional furnishinge can give 
any room the look of tasteful elegance. To insure prop. 
er arrangements and accenting, preplannlng is a muir. 
(photo by Pennsylvania House) ..i~ 
i 
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How to use two wallcovering patterns with flair is just one of "Color N~e Tulip" are shown here. They are solid vinyl, pre- 
twelve decorating ideas included in the new "Do-it- pasted, scrubbable and peelable. 
Beautiful" collection from Sunworthy. "Tulip Tartan" and 
Dee0raUng'ideas righ~'i~t" 
your fingertips. This is a 
brand new approach to 
walleovering selection. 
If you think that 
walleoverings simply cover 
walls, then some of the ideas 
featured in the latest book 
from Sunw0rthy will come as 
quite a surprise. 
For instance, did you know 
that wallcoverings can be 
part of a decorating idea that 
adds architectural interest 
to a home, such as when used 
on a ceiling between mock 
beams? Or by using a 
suitable 'food motif' design, 
form a backdrop for a 
display of gourmetware? A 
leafy tree patterned 
wailcovering that thrust., 
upwards mtd outwards used 
in conjunction with mirrors ,  
can help to expand space 
vbmdly in a narrow room. 
That's just on the basic 
Walloovering Book Features hoorating Ideas 
walls, but how about the use 
of wallcoverings tohelp tuck 
a pretty vanity into a closet 
or hide an upstairs laundry? 
All these and more ideas 
are featured in the new "Do- 
it-Beautiful" walleovering 
book by Sunworthy. The 12 
ideas are photographed with 
detailed instructions, uch as 
how to build architeclural 
beams, plywood shelves, or 
give a new use to old fur- 
niture. All the ideas are 
fairly basic and easy to 
follow for the do-it- 
yourselfer. 
"People are always 
looking for interesting and 
practical decorating ideas," 
says Mary Prud'homme, 
Interior Design and Color 
Consultant for Sunworthy 
Waileoverings. "And this is 
our way of meeting this nek- 
d. For the consumer can 
literally find both the idea 
and the right wallcovering 
when he or she goes into a 
wailcovering store." 
Other ideas in the sample 
book show how 
wailcoverings can also be 
used as a unique decorative 
too]. One way is to pick a 
pattern and create a theme 
around it. As an example, a
nautical design (Anchors 
Aweigh) is used in a 
bathroom with uther 
nautical decorating ac- 
cessories, such as a round 
mirror trimmed with rope 
representing a porthole, a 
ship's rail for a towel bar and 
decorative 'running' lights, 
shells and drawer pulls. 
Setting a simple theme such 
as this is relatively easy and 
the results both interesting 
and individual. 
Many people are nervous 
of using more than one 
pattern together in a rob)m, 
McCOLL  " 
REAL  : ,ESTATE '  SERVICES " 
• A.J. MCCOLL: ;  (Notary :Pub l i c ) .  
t~" 1 ~ . 635,613 : : '  :11 " : " 
3239,A : :KALUM?:  STREET 
INGENUITY IN DECORATING YOUR HOME Z 
J IDEAS TO HELP YOU GET BETTER RESULTS AND SAVE I 
Thr i f ty  Ways To  Have  More  Beauty ,  Less Work  
A bathroom is a marvel- 
ous place to indulge your 
wildest decorating fantasies. 
Color schemes and decor- 
ating themes too exoti~ for 
the rest of the house are 
perfectly valid In a bath- 
room or powder room. 
By using your ingenuity, 
you can make your bat}i- 
room seem larger than it 
really ia, keep it easy to 
care for and receive ashower 
or compliments for your 
decorating skills, without 
having to spend money like 
it was water. 
When it comes to making 
a room look larger, what 
you make of the walls can 
make a big difference. One 
bright idea is to keep them 
light and shiny. Try a pair 
of patterns uch as textured 
ailver matched to a round 
of circles and silvery stripes. 
You can even cover the 
cabinets with it and do the 
same for a small step stool 
you can use for holding 
towels and slippers. 
Clearly, see-through lucite 
and shiny silver accessories 
can add to the spacious 
feeling, as does the black, 
date-like slab of a counter 
top. The shower curtain of 
silver fabric and the round 
lighted mirror reflect the 
wall designs while helping 
to extend the space. 
A small picture in a sil- 
very frame brings the walls 
Into focus. Decorating ex- 
perts at Formica, the de- 
slgner~ of the counter top, 
and the washable coated wall 
fabrleJi, as well as about g00 
other wall patterns, say that 
horizontal stripes or a large 
pattern on a light back- 
ground will also help make 
the most of a small room. 
You can get a big boost 
for your spacious feelings 
from accessories that blend 
in well. In the light of this 
silvery room style, stainlsss 
steel shelves and a lot of 
pewter pieces can make the 
all-over sttrectiveness ink 
in, and a plush white area 
rug would round it all off. 
If more formal is more 
for you, don't throw in the 
towel. Many of the elegantly 
flocked wall paper patterns 
are washable as well, and the 
little extra touches are an 
important part of the effect. 
Towels with lace borders. 
an antique lavabo, some o f  
the fragrant old-fashioned 
soaps would make excellent 
extras without taking up 
much space. 
Since many bathrooms 
are problem areas architec- 
turally, what's up against 
the walls can do wonders 
masking plastering and unl- 
fying irregular features. 
In fact, the powder room 
is one place you can pro- 
duce some pretty practical 
glamour~ wi thout  having to 
pour money down the drain. 
so there"s'an illustration , f  in a tablecloth. All are color 
how this can be done very c.-rdinated and (:omplement 
effectively and with flair. A ,,neanother because they are 
' tef lon'  pattern (Tulip carefully selected in terms of 
Tartan) is used above a scale and design, 
chair rail and takenover into 
the ceiling to give a canopy If y.u are looking for in- 
effect in a breakfast area. leresting decorating ideas, 
Below the chair ra i l  is a the '*Do-it-Beautiful" Ix)ok 
stylized lulip pattern tColor may be the answer, not only 
Me Tulip). which is als, to the idea, bul to lhe use of 
repeated in the adjoining malerialsand, of course, the 
kitchen. Another small int)sl suitable wallcoverings 
check pattern is introduced =. carry it thr.u~zh. 
ECONOMICAL STARTER HOMES THAT EVEN YOU 
CAN AFFORD. DON'T WAIT FOR SPRING - BUY 
NOW. 
3 bedroom fami ly  home in 
excellent neighborhood. 
Living room with fireplace. 
Large fenced lot. Attached 
carport. Paved.  dead end 
street. An economical 
home with asking price of 
$40,000. Phone to view. 
Centra l ly  located 2 
bedroom starter. Large 
storage room could be 
third. On concrete ring 
wal l .  Needs inter ior  
ref in ish ing but an 
economical way to start at 
only $24,000. 
Residential building lot on paved street with sewer and 
water hook.up available. Cleared,gravelled and ready 
for construction. Yours for $10,000. 
crete ring wall.  Large with addition. Lot fully 
at tached carpor t  and fenced and very nicely 
storage area. Cedar shake landscaped. Storage tool 
roof. Large rural  lot on shed. 3 bedrooms, living 
dead endstreet.  In needof room, kitchen with dining 
minor  interior repairs, area. Asking price nf 
Asking $27,000. M.L.S. $19,000. 
Very large building • lot on Birch Avenue. Concrete 
storage building could be used for garage. Right 
construction could provide excellent view. Asking 
$23,000. 
The outside doors of many 
moderately priced homes 
have a hollow rather than in- 
sulated space between the 
plywood sheets on the frame. 
Unfortunately, this sort of 
door doesn't provide much 
protection from winter cold. 
When the temperature is be- 
low 20 degrees F ( -7°C)  
you can test the cold resist- 
ance of your outside doors by 
checking to see whether the 
inside of the door feels cooler 
Storm doors 
than the adjacent walls. If it 
feels much cooler, you would 
he wise to consider storm 
doors. 
Wall-fitting storm doors will 
cut down considerably on 
heat loss and are easily 
mounted. Take the measure- 
ments of your door frame to 
the hardware or building sup- 
ply store to get the right fit. 
Once your home has been in- 
sulated, weather stripped, 
caulked, and the hearsealed 
in, you can add to your com- 
fort by humidifying the dry 
air. Very low humidity dries 
out the nosed tissue and skin, 
as well as the wood furniture 
in your home. To care for 
your health and furnishings 
it's a good idea to invest in a 
furnace-fltted or room humid- 
ifier. 
,4 reader i~l/orm,tion service 
courtesy oJ Energy, Mines and 
Resources, Canada. 
 PRUIEN & i)URRIE.,,.LTI), 
1ERRAOE'S COMPLETE REAL ESTATE SERVICE 
4648 Lakeke Avenue 63§-6142 
!DOUBLE WIDE ON BASF.MEN~ 
i 1334 sq. ft. of living space with 3 
bedrooms, IV~ baths, carpeting, oil 
furnace heat, family room, and an 
Alcan exterior. Property is 75xl00 
and there is a storage shed In the 
rear. TO view I~none Bert Llunoh. 
Completely renovated th=s large 
I home is carpeted throughout, has S 
bedrooms, 2 I~.'hrooms, laundry 
area, patio doors to a large sundeck, 
extra large living room, twin.seal 
windows, elech'Ic heat and a con. 
crete fotmdafian. To view phone 
8err Liungh. 
CENTRAL TO SCttOOL$ 
Attractive home with open beamed 
ceiling, aPl~'OX. 1300 sq. ft. of hying 
area, I & ~'~ baths, carpeting, 3 
bedrooms, patio doors to rear sun. 
deck, 2 fireplaces and a full 
basement finished with two 
bedrooms, 3poe. bath, "TV room and 
large rumpus. Properly is land. 
seaped, there is a carport, fenced 
rear yard and an outside ntrance to 
the basement. Q~tact c~r salesman 
to view. 
NEW LISTING --4S22 DAVIS AVE. 
Lovely home. Excellent Iocatian • 4 
bedroorm, large kitchen with lots of 
cabinets and counter nook, finished 
wlth 4th bedroom. Re<:. 
morn wwet bar, full bathro~ and 
children's play room. ~ plus 
double garage w.access from lane. 
N'LS listing - Call Bob Sheridan. 
MODERN IN~htOl~ ClLOSE-TO" 
TOWN 
Redecarat ed 3 bedroom home with a 
full basement, near new ~'l~Ing In 
the living-dining area and l~ l~y  
a modern kitchen, Propmy is 
lands~ and fanced and tI, Rre IS 
access to the rear of the lot from a 
year round alley• To view phone 
Rusty Liungh. Price $44,500.00. 
"YOUR OWN LITTLE PAD" 
Instead of paying rent have a look at 
this ! bedroom, older place, with 
carpeting, natural gas heat and a 
front porch. Lot is 50xl22' and nicely 
located on a paved street. To view 
i~ane Rus~ Liungh. 
ATTRACTIVE HOME, AT. 
TRACTIVE LOCATION 
(]11 the bench in an excellent sub. 
division this home features 3 
bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, 1v2 baths, 
patio doors to rear sundeck, bright 
kitchen with eating area, gas heat 
and hot v.eter, oa'peting, garage, 
the beseme~ partially Oom. 
plated to nswxs room, storage and 
laundry area. For viewing phone 
Rusty Ljungh. M.LS. 
PRESTIGE HOME 
You'll be proud to call thls Im- 
maculate 3 bedroom home yours. 
V~II to wall carpeting throughout. 
Lovely brick fireplace in the large 
living roorR Ensuite plumblng off 
the master bedroom and rnany more 
extras. The ground floor is com. 
plately finished with a fourth 
bedroom. Family room with 
fireptaceand finished laundry room. 
The yard is fenced and fully land. 
~, ~ j ~ =  scape(/. Drive by 5027 N~Rae 
• ': ~ ~ CJ'escent andthm ceil Bob Sheridan 
for complete details. 
QUIET AREA 
Located on dead end of Davis St. in 
an excellent area of quality homes. 
This home has much to offer in. 
cluding 3 bedrooms, large living and 
dining room, fireplace, and con. 
venieet kitchen. The full basement is 
finished with 3 10e~reams, laundry 
room and 2 piece bath. l~e fridge, 
washe" and dryer stay. Large lot 
paved driveway. F'riced to sell, 
! HEAR NEW - 16g0 sq. if, 
Locate(Ion the bench and with many 
special features. This house has 3 
fireplaces, a bay window, family 
room off the dining area, ensulte 
plumbing, carpeting and vinyl 
floor~; patio door to future rear 
~ k  and a full basemmt. 
is a dooble garage attached. The 
property is tS0'x144' and is handy to 
Uplands School and the store. 
Gmtad Bob Sheridan. 
fireplaces, finished family room In 
the full basement. Nicely land. 
scaped corner lot. Give Bob 
Sf~'ldan a call for cort~ele details. 
CENTRALLY LOCATED in the 
Horseshoe area this three bedroom 
home has many excellent features 
and is priced to sell. ~ bedrooms, 
living and dining room all with ~all 
to v~ll carpet. Living room features 
a cozy fireplace. Considerable 
finishing has been started in the furl 
basement. The exterior is at. 
h-actively finished in cedar siding. 
Give us a call for complete details 
and al~elnh'mrlt to view. 
2 ACRES AND YEAR.ROUND 
STREAM. Nari~r medlar 
on full concrete besement, in very 
good condition. 3 bedrooms, plus 
fourth bedroom In besemmL Stove, 
~rl~e, v~,tw, dryer, deep freeze 
included. L.OCMed Kk~nza Drive. 
Asldng ~9,S00. 
RURAL ACREAGE 
We have zwaIlable elevan choice 
parcels ranging in slze from 7 to 17 
e~K:h. All .parcels are lightly 
wooded and some have a picture 
view tookJng v~=st over the K~um 
Valley. Locked Just north of the 
~m~lcll~l bxlndry Ctl Centennial 
Drive. Financing is available to 
ctuallfled purchaser. ~yof OUr SMes 
stMf v, ould be pleased to show You 
over these acreages. 
VIEW LOT 
Westvlew Drive -- Only One 
available. Asking S3),000. Open to 
offers -- MLS liming. 
BRAND NEW H(:W~S 
Corner of/~jar & Brem. 1040 ~. ft., 
full bsmts., fireplaces, with 
heatelator; c~vorts, n~urel gas 
heat, nicely carpeted, ath-scnve 
Idtchons. Large NHA 
resumable. Priced at $51,000. 
11 SERVICED LOTS 
11~omhlll Road near golf too'so-- 
Septic tank -- Power p01e - -  VValar 
Oonnedion -- C~rden & la '~  - -  
Joey Shack. Just rro~ your trailer 
on 
EVENING 
PHONES 
3~"----HAGEN STRE~-------~-- I 
Drive by this 2 bedroom A frame in I 
the Copper Nountain area, which I 
has electric heat, attached porch, I 
16x30 ft. garage and the properly Is I 
landscaped. For vi~vlnn hone 8err I 
Llungh. Prio . ' . - I 
BE SNUG AND COMFORTABLE 
Modern 12 x 68 trailer set up on a lot 
on Kirby Street in Thomhill which 
has 3 bedrooms, laundry area, good 
sized carpeted living room, mud 
room ~d storage, Ioey shack with 1 
bedroom and "IV room with free 
standing fireplace, storage shed at 
the rear of the lot and the 1or is 
larldscsped and fenceU partially. 
Furl price $24,000,00. Contact Rust 
Liungh. 
SPACIOUS HOUSE WITH 
REVENUE 
Located in a quiet area on the bench 
this home has 3 bedrooms, car. 
paring, fireplace, large family 
kitchenand a full basement wlth a 2 
bedroom suite with a separate en. 
Irance and fireP~e, plus storage 
area for the main floor. Property is 
partially landscaped and there is an 
attached carpoh. To view phone 
Rusty Liungh. 
REVENUE HOUSE IN HOR- 
SESNOE AREA 
Two fully self.contained suites in 
this duplex cmfrally located and 
presently rented. Total income is 
$465,g0 (gross) monthly. Home IS 
located on a 70 x 147 ft. lot on a paved 
street. To view phone Bet1 Liungh. 
location in the high school arca. I 
Very impressive nreplace with v~x)d J 
box, attractive modern kitchen, I 
ensulte plumbing off master I
bedroom, nalural gas h~ting and I 
Insulated to OV~IC requirements. I 
Even the basement. Drive by 4'903 I 
Park and give us a call. I 
I 
2 BRAND NEW HOMES I 
Carner of Agar & I~aun 10~ sg. ft., | 
full bsmts, fireplaces, with I 
~teh:'~or, c,Tp~rts, r~ltural g '~l  
meat, nicely carpeted, attractive| 
kitchens, large NHA m~gages I 
assun~ble. Priced at ~51,000.00 I 
I 
1~lis home features all the extras 
and has lust been coml~etely 
redecorated, re car~,tcd and new 
vinyl flooring of top qtlality 
realerials and looks fantastic. The 
1Z]0 sq. ft. comprises an excellent 
fl(x~ plan with the living. ,',d',Pas 
separated from the bL'x~'oo~ orea bY 
an L.stuq~d hallway, Large living 
t~ with fireplace, ~ ious  dining 
room with patio doors to large 
sondeck. 3 nicely carpeted 
bedl'ear~ on rr~in ft., large m~ter 
bdrm. v~th e~Jite The full I~mt, 
2 greal bdrrns & large family 
Pro. Heating and hot v~t~ JuSt 
converted to natural gas, brand new 
units. Ever3dhlng ~ as a pin. See 
toO2 Sc~t Ave. withBeb Sheridan. 
i 
JOHN CURRIE .  635.511~ BERT L JUNGH . 63s.5754 
BOB SHERIDAN - 63S.2~1 RUSTY L JUNGH . 63S.$754 
DWAIN McCOLL • 4~-~t76 
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TERRM]E DRUGS LTD, 
3201 Kalum 635-7274 
Vitamins 
& 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
CLASSIFIED RATES SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: • Effective 
October 1, 1977 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
Insertion. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. Single Copy 
3 or more consecutive in- By Carrier 
sertlons $1.50 per insertion. By Carrier 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates avai lab le  upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL-  POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING= 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day pr io r  to 
publication day. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
By Mail 
By Mail 
By Mail  
Senior Citizen 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
delermine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reiec! any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold'" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advert isement  wil l  be 
destroyed unless mai l ing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
1o send or ig inals  of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advert isements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
it is agreed by the ad. 
vertl'ser requesting space 
that the l iabil ity of the 
,m,,iLI int)tl bstt~l;~9b l~(}uHL~llold l nthe'evlsnt of'failure: 
Service charge of $S.00 on ,a II tg p~p~.J}sh an advert|sement 
N ° F _,.,=.,_.,, ,,,,1,,,, ,.,,-,. ,. .. . . . . . . . .  .=,. -. ©.vques. or n the event of an error 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
I;5.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(wri te.ups)  received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 
CLASSIF IED AN.  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Than ks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
58. MOBILE 
HOMES 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
7 
1. 
...COMING EVENTS. 
appearing in the ad- 
vert isement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability fo any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the Brit ish 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his ag.e is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
involved. 
Terrace Art  Association 
Monthly Picture Loan Oc. 
tober 4, 1978 has 30 new 
pictures for selection. 
Pictures out on loan should 
be returned to the Terrace 
Library Arts Room by 7:30 
p.m. Everyone welcome. 
ttfn) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
635.3747 or 635-3023. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638.8388 
The Skeena Val ley 
Snowmobile Association will 
be holding their first meeting 
of the season October 4 in t he 
Greenroom of the Terrace 
Hotel at 8 p.m. All members 
and Interested persons are 
asked to try and come. (c5.4) 
The O.O.R.P. Is having a 
Rummage Sal'e at the Elk+ 
Hall, 3312 Sparks St. on 
Saturday, October 14 from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Learn to Fly.  Join Air  
Cadets, Terrace Squadron i' 
accepting applications for 
September. If you enloy ot 
think you would enloY f lying 
r i f le range, outdoor ac- 
tivities andare between 13.18 
years of ago, please call: 
Mike Smith at 635.5036 or 
Bev Tasa at 635.7598 
A tea and baTaar will be held 
in Knox United Church on 
Saturday, December 2 from 
2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc-tfn} 
October 3rd, Tuesday at 2 
p.m Clarence Michel School 
Auditor ium the Vernon 
Senior Citizens Choir will be 
putting on a concert. 
Everyone welcome. No 
charge ,  sliver collection. 
Sponsored by the B.C. 
O.A.P.O., Branch 73. (nc3.2) 
The Cathol ic Women's 
League will be holding their 
Bazaar on November 4 at 
Veritas Hall. The previous 
date of October 28 has been 
cancelled not to interfere 
wlth another Bazaar, 
Everyone will be welcome at 
2 p.m. to 4 p,m. 
Order of the Royal Purple 
will hold a Novelty Sale and 
Tea on Saturday, November 
18 from 1.4 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. (nc tfn) 
The regular  monthly 
meeting of the Terrace 
Progressive Conservative 
Women's Club will be held 
Tuesday, Oct. 3, 1978 at I 
p.m. in thecoffee room of the 
Terrace L i tt le Theatre 
Building, 3625 Kalum St. 
Topic for discussion at this 
meeting will be "Marketing 
Boards". Mr. Stan Klnkead 
is the guest speaker. 
Come learn with u's how 
these boards work and how 
they affect us, the consumer, 
All interested people are 
invited to attend. For more 
information, please call 635. 
6764. (nc.tfn) 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
20c FERENCES. 
ruth 3.00 Held weekly at the Health 
year36.00 Unit every Tuesday from 
3 ruth 12.00 1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
6ruth22,00 for an appointment. 
year 40.00 Held at Thornhi l l  
year20.00 Recreation Centre on the 
fourth F r iday  of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
pointment. 
Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
wr i t ten  consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
3 - 4:10 p.m. by appointment 
only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held 
throughout the year at in. 
terva ls  for  expectant 
parents. Phone the Health 
Unit for detai ls and 
registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home 
for those who need it on 
referral from their family 
doctor. Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. 
Held gn third Monday of 
every  month.  Develop- 
mental ,  vis ion, hearing 
screening done. Please 
phone for appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every  Monday af- 
ternoon at 1 .2  p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every V~onday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health .¢10ector s 
are now situate,, '1 Eby 
Street. They will t ,)leased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Greig Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
referral ,from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at  No. 205-4721 
Lazelle. Tel. 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehab i l i ta t ion  done by 
consultant. 
Michele Lynn 
JEWELLRY 
October 4, 1978 
is having a Jewellry Fashion 
Show. 
Come and bring a friend 
and enjoy seeing the newest 
in FASHION JEWELLRY 
with an opportuni ty  of 
perhaps finding a gorgeous 
piece of jewellry to suit your 
taste or for theft special gift 
you want to give. 
Fund raising clubs who 
wish to raise money please 
phone Mlchel le  Lynn 
representatives Dianne at 
638-1349 or Adrienne at 635. 
7843 or Janis at 635.2660. 
Allow 3 weeks for delivery 
or orders (mail strike or 
not). Items may be ordered 
with a deposit or COD at no 
extra charge. 
During the evening many 
exciting pieces of jewellry 
wil l  be given away FREE. 
See you at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Lakelse Hotel Banquet 
Room. 
Special fun feature will be 
a 'Chinese Auction with 
proceeds to the Child 
Development Centre. 
No admission Refreshments 
(p7-4) 
Pregnant and in need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right.to. 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635-3164 
Carol at 635-5136 
Janna at 635.4503 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre Offers to the 
Senior • Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhill area 
lhe following services:. 
- Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
Day care .for worklng 
people 
. Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contacl Skeenavlew Lodge. 
635-2265. 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? There 
is help 
Ava i la hie ! 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Man.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8':30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 10 
to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
A Heather.Tartan Society Is 
being formed with the in- 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural interest and events. 
Interested parsons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as possible. 
Skeena Val ley  Rebekah 
Lodge Fall Bazaar 
Saturday, November 4 
!n Elks Hall. 
Legion Ladies Aux. Annual 
Snowflake Bazaar Saturday, 
October 26. 2 - 4 p.m. Arena 
Banquet  Room . 
Dance to follow. Time: 9 - 1 
a.m. Music • Ron Swan. 
Midnight munchies. Price 
$15 per couple. (1-8) 
MEDIA OF NEW FRIENDS 
Media of New Friends is 
presenting programs for 
volunteer participation. The 
philosophy is Io allow 
community contact with 
senior citizens and single 
, parents. 
New Friends will be 
conlacted by phone. This 
service will be expanded to 
social gatherings and home 
visits when Media of New 
Friends has enough par- 
ticipation to allow these 
commitments to be met. 
Training for volunteers in 
Media of New Friends will 
include creative listening 
techniques, and orientation 
to group dynamics. 
Volunteers will commit 
lhemselv.es to an evening of 
training each week and one 
three hour phone session per 
week. This is an initial 
commitment which may 
change with participation. A 
social function for volunteers 
will be the final agenda item 
uf each training session. 
Volunteer applications 
may be filled out in person, 
ur by phone, Tuesday, Oc- 
tober 3 from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
at 3221 Monroe, phone 635- 
2622. 
Vulunleer application 
forms are available at: 
Caledonia High School, 
Skcena Jr. Secondary, 
Northwest Community 
Co l lege,  Recreat ion  
Department, Terrace & 
District Community Ser- 
vices Society. 
MEDIA OF NEW FRIENDS 
MEETING 
Thursday, October 5
7 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
3221 Monroe, Terrace 
Phone 635.2622 
Rummage and Garage Sale 
Io be held at Knox United 
Church on Saturday, October 
2t, 1978 from 10 a.m. to 3 
p.m. 
Monthly meeting, Wed- 
nesday, October 4, 1978, 8 
p.m. at the Child Minding 
Centre. (nc2-4) 
HELMETS NEEDED FOR 
SKATING PROGRAM 
Arena and school personnel 
are co.ordinatlng efforts to 
acquire sufficient numbers 
of hockey helmets to ensure 
that safely standards are 
met and that children will 
not be denied the opportunity 
to par l lc lpate  In the 
program. To meet health 
requirements, helmets will 
be worn over the children's 
headgear. 
II you have extra helmets 
WANTED DoNATIONS which are unusable by last 
The Three Rivers Workshop years hockey players 
for the Handicapped are because of changes in 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
f~r recycling or renovating. 
_all us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
regulat ions we would 
welcome all donations, The 
helmets may be dropped off 
at the Arena or at the School 
District Resource Centre, 
3205 Kenney SI, 
Thank you for your help. 
School Distr ict  No. 85 
(Terrace) (no 28,29,2,3,4) 
Regina Ann TOOP, 1907 - 
191'8 
Regina Ann Toup was burn 
in Austria in 1907, one of 
seven daughters of Joseph 
Hinger and Theresa Hof- 
meister. 
In 1908 the family came to 
Canada and settled on 'a 
homestead near Raymore 
Saskatchewan. Regina lived 
in the Raymor~ area foi" 
many ears and became well 
known as an excellent 
seamstress. I n 1929 she 
married Wilfred Toup and 
they had three children. 
In 1943 the family moved to 
Terrace, • B~C.. where her 
husband Wilfred was 
working,on the new highway 
between Terrace and Prince 
Rupert. She continued tosew 
for family and friends and 
often volunteered her ser- 
vices to make costumes for 
the Terrace Little Theatre. 
In later years she was a 
member of the Senior 
Citizens organization in 
Terrace and many times 
expressed her appreciation 
for the activities provided by 
organizations inTerrace for 
our Senior Citizens. 
Funeral Services were 
held in the Knox United 
Church, Rev. Martin of- 
ficiating. Pallbearers were 
Frank Froese, Glen Pratt, 
Joe Hails, Grog Sieben, Don 
Cooper and Harvey Horner. 
Honorary pallbearers were 
Dave Tumilson and Ross 
Buwby. 
She is survived by three 
sisters, Mary • Lowenberger, 
Agnes Fesser and Betty 
McReynolds; three children, - 
Edna Cooper, David Toop 
and Gerald Toop; six 
grandchildren a d two great 
grandchildren. 
Regina Ann Toup will be 
remembered as a loving 
sister, maother, grand- 
mother and friend. (pt-3) 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. MOO. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5639 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrew~) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479anYtime 
(A J12) 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE.KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
S.eptic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
MINIT 
DRY CLEANERS 
The new professional name 
In dry cleaning ap- 
propriately located in 
• Skeena Mall. For in- 
formation contact Julien 
Kennett, 215 - 6620 Sussex 
Ave,, Burnaby, B.C. VSH 
3C7, 112.437-0527 or in 
Terrace: Audrey Barker, 
Skeena Mall Lease 
Representative, Terrace 
Hotel. Tuesday, October 3 to 
Friday, October 6. 635-2231. 
(c2-4) 
SKEENA COLORS 
Residential Painting 
Repainting sparkled ceilings 
Manfred Bader -Owner 
Phone G38-1535 
Box 434 
Terrace, B.C. 
A8G 4B8 
(aj4) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
635-5876 (ctf) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum. 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Recondit ioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
1931 Oueansway qr. 
I.x~t: partial dental plate 
between the Hub and 
Terrace Drugs. Please 
phone 635-9035. (I)3-5) 
gerald 
eleeeifledo 
|et reeldtl 
.+ .  
Couple or responsibie adull One or two bdrm. basement LOOKING ~' :OR THE ; 
to live on small farm. Care of 
farm animals in exchange 
for small wage. No hydro, 
have creek water, warm one 
bedroom cabin. 57 miles up 
Ihe Nasa River Road. Only 
interested part ies,  need 
reply.  627.7156. Prince 
Rupert. (stf) 
Needed: Avon represen. 
tal ives in the fol lowing 
areas: 
Sunny Hil l  Trailer Park, 
Woodland Heights, Skeena 
School. Phone 635-2517. (ctf) 
Nurses wanted for ear 
piercing un a regular part- 
time basis. Shifts are 
Thursday and Friday 
evenings and all day 
Saturdays. Call Mr. 
Michaels at (416) 791-2020. 
(a5-9) 
Good quality hay for sale. 
$2.00 per bale. R. Perry, 849' 
5404, Kitwanga, B.C. (p5-5) 
2 Used electric stoves. A 
couch and chair. 1974 Mazda 
RX4. All good condition. 
Phone 635.2777. (p5.6) 
D()uble beds - $35 ea. Black 
and white TV - $35, 20" 
colour TV, Excellent con- 
dition - $340. Phone 635-2362. 
(1:)5-6) 
Girl guide cookies for sale. 
Will deliver. 635.3553. 635- 
3260. 635.3294. (nc.tfn) 
Yamaha CA-1000 amp and 
Yamaha HPI headphones, 
Dual 1219 Turntable, Pioneer 
8 track-recorder power 
tuner. JBL Century 100 
speakers, 300 L.P.'s and 80 
tapes and accessories, 842- 
5922. (p5-9) 
Propane'gas tank - 100 
gallun. Asking $45. Phone 
635-3516. (p l -3 )  
One Paragon kiln 18"x24". 
Complete with shelves and 
posts and removable collar. 
Plug type wiring. One Moped 
bike. Call 635-3048, (p4-6) 
Panasonie reel to reel 
lapedeck, Set of 13 inch 
chrome rims with tires. 2 
sets 14" rims with tires. Four 
cycle engine with tram. and 
rear end. Phone 635-2760. 
tpI-6) 
Will do house plato to your 
specifications. Phone 638- 
1502 after 6 p.m. (c5-9) 
2 male St. Bernard pups for 
sale. 4 months old. Phone 
635-5710, P (P5-5) 
For Sale: 40 ft. displacement 
boat still in building stage. 
Hull ready for flberglassing, 
diesel motor, shaft, prop, 
bearings, cooling system, 
Can be finished where it is. 
$9,000. 635.6700. (p5) 
Backhoe. 1974 John Deere 
410. Heated cab. Ver" ,,oDd 
condition. Low hours. I--" ,one 
845.2348. (p3.S) 
One bedrm)m house fur- 
nished in Thornhill. Phone 
635-5775, tpl-3) 
For Rent: part ly furnished 
bache lor  apar tment .  
Available Immediately. 635. 
9258. (stf) . 
For rent: 2 bdrm. furnished 
unit and 1 bdrm. furnished 
unit at 3936 Mountain View 
Avenue. Phone 635.2577 after 
6. (ctfn) 
For Rent: o;;P bdrm. suite. 
Wall [o wall carpel. $i75 per 
month includes heal and 
eleclricity. No pelt please. 
Phone 635-3510. (c4-6) 
suite, house or trailer for SECURITY 
rel iableworking irl. Phone a se:ond 
635.4033 after 5 p.m. (c6-6) 
Responsible retired couple 
requ i re  2 bdrm. house. 
Basement preferred. Willing 
to lease. References If 
needed. Phone 635~77. (p5- 
4) 
Require 3 bdrm. house or 
mobile home to rent im- 
mediately. 635.4380 or 635. 
4066. Responsible party with 
excellent references. (tfn) 
inc~,~. ,+ can : 
provide? The paLh It., 
security is ont,, a decision - : 
end a phnne ~}t .  ,~w.~v I We -; 
train yoo ,  
Phone or write local Amway :" 
distr ibutor.  D. and N. ; 
Reynolds, B4310 Marsh .: 
Crescent, Terrace. 635-2009 :" 
after 5:30. (c20.16 oct) 
Business oppor tun i t ies  : 
meeting. Earn extra money, 
meet new friends, become ". 
your own independent boss. 
No obligations. Come have a 
Wanted to Rent: rooms, 
suite ur house by lady with coffee and give u~, yo~: 
references. Phone 6,38-8290. opinion. + Place: Sandman ir,:' "' 
(1~-6) (basement). " 
7:30 p.m, every Tuesday 
night. Ask for Corinne or 
Lyle. (c20.27) 
Retail or 
Office 8pace 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to 1400 ft. areas lv l4  Ford Bronco. With 
In choice location on Lezelle winch, hunter's special. 
Shopping Centre, Terrace,. Phone 635.3413. t!f.~: 10; 
B.C. 635-3576 or 255.1939 
Going Hunting! Try our 1975 
Ford ~'4 ton. 4 speed tran- 
smission, power steering, 
power brakes, radio, nice 
clean inter ior .  Complete 
with 1975 Vanguard 9'6" 
Vancouver. Available Sept. 
1, 1978. (ctf) 
Choice property for sale. 
Four rental units plus 2 
bdrm. house &-workshop. 
Lots of lawn and  2 garden camper. Frldge, furnace, 2 
areas. I acre, corner la t in ,  propanetanks. This unit is in 
Thornhlll. Call 635-3698after excel lent condition and 
6 p.m. or contact Bob Clark 
at Ir ly Bird. (pl0-iJ) 
FOR SALE OR TRADE 
4 lots 80'x200' each. Central 
area of Thornhlll. Will ac- 
cept cat in t rade or part 
payment.  Phone 635.3754 
anytime. (p10-9). .  
PARKER RD. SUB- 
DIVISION '" 
Ten and 12 acre lots in 
Rosswocd. Some frontage on 
Kalum Lake Road. Contact 
ready to drive away. Priced 
right at S7495. 
CAMPERLAND 
5412 Hwy. 16 W. 
Phone 635.6174 ' * 
Dealer Llcence D00611A 
19"/8 Z28 Cameru 4 spd, 638- ' 
1252. (c4-6) ": 
1974 Ford I/2 ton P.U. Radial : 
t i res,  electronic ignit ion, 
auto. 360. Phone 635.9560. 
(c10-10) .... .. 
1973 Javelin, V.8,auto,, P.S., ,: 
P.B., 2 door hardtop, Phone : 
635.4246. (p5.6) • .' 
Don Parmenter, mile 26, 
Kalum Lake Rd. (p5- 
22,26,29,3,6) 
'Next ex'clt lng i ranchise 
opportunities, Ideal for semi 
or ret i red persons ,  
professl0nals or alike for 
additional Income. Sheflelds 
and Sons; Tobacconist to 
open on Oct. 25, 197a in new 
Skeena Mall. Also includes 
compufor  Loto • Ticket 
Sales. Approx. $40,000 wil l  
handle, ~S0me financing can 
be arranged; Write Box 496, 
Prince George or Box 1185 
thls.papar. (c11.6) i. • 
Buyinlt SelliM1 
Use 
Nereid olaeeifleds 
1976 Dodge Charger. P.S., 
P.B., A.C. Phone 635.3303 
after 5 p.m. (p5.6) 
For Sale: 1973 Ford 3,~ ton 
P.U. 360 with canopy. P.S., 
P.B., auto, air conditioning. 
15,000 miles on new motor. 
Good condition. Phone 635. 
4282. (c5-3) 
For Sale: 1972 Dodge 4x4. 
Custom paint job, roll bar, 
lots of extras. 638.8296 after 5 
p.m. Oays 635.6516. (p5.4) 
1972 Velalre 12'x68' three 
bdrm. tra i ler .  Expando 
living room. Fdrnished or 
unfurnished. 8'x16' joey 
shack. Set up in trailer court. 
Phone 635.5228. (c10.9) 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are new available on our lovely 14 wide and 
doublewide mobile homes. You choose your 
decor, and we custom build to suit. 
Government grant of $2500. applicable. 
Expense paid fare Vancouver. return. For 
free credit check and approva I please phone 
collect.: 
Parker Homes of Canada Ltd 
935.5447 
i e  Employment and Emploi et 
Immigration Canada Immigration Canada 
.."Unemployment Insurance is doing 
business by mail again. With settlement of 
the post office labour dispute, the Canada 
Employmentand Immigration Commission 
has suspended the emergency in-person 
distribution of unemployment insurance 
cheques. Effective Monday, 2nd October, 
unemployment insurance cheques will 
again be distributed by mail including any 
that were uncalled for at the Terrace 
Canada Employment Centre by late Friday 
afternoon. Unemployment Insurance 
clients are requested to again use the mail 
service for submitling their bi-weekly 
report cards. 
FOR SALE OR LEASE 
12x56 mobile home with 
12x56 addition on ~/~ acru 
landscaped lot with fruit 
trees and berry bushes. 3 
bdrms., utlltty rm., living 
rm. with fireplace, dining 
rm., wall to •wall carpet. 6 
TIMBER S,q~L E
LICENCEA-1073Z 
I'HERE will be offered for 
sale at public auction by the 
Regional Mandger at Prince 
Rupert, B.C. aI.111:00 a.m. on 
November 24, 1978, the 
Licence A-197~2, to cut 36,23O 
miles from town. Will sell or cunits of Hemlock, Balsam, 
lease to reliable party. Spruce, Lodgepo]e Pino, 
Phone 635.3271 after $ p.m. Cedar located at VCL~ N. 
(sff) Boundary of Lot 3022 in ,the 
, vjoinity of Dyne Lake. 
. . . . .  " '~: '~;Y~ ,'(2) veers will be 12X68 moDle ,home, ' . .~ ' : ' . .  0 . 
. . . . . . . . .  ~ ,.., . . . .  "~?a,'~lll)wd.d 'for, removal of 
UCI I I I IV~I I I I~ ,  ¢ I~¢;U lUUI I I~ I2  "~ . • ,. ~' ,• 
Completely or partly fur~;13~1:be~ ' " ~' ,  . '"" 
-'-"-'~ located -' . . . .  :. :'Provided ~.nyode who is 
s"c;~ls: 2 room ioeysh;cl~,  . unable/t° attend.the auction 
zn person may submit a false fireplace, Full length 
covered walkway. 635.4591. 
(cffn) 
Rent or Purchase: 1972 12x68 
Paramont house trailer with 
fireplace. Near stores end 
schools on private lot. Rent 
S25S per month with option to 
buy or purchase. $9,500 • 
open to offers. Will carry 
second mortgage If nec. 
Phone 112.762.4612. Write Joe 
Rorke, Gen. Del., Winfield, 
B.C. (cff) 
I 
MOBILE HOMES 
~ew mobile homes from 
m low as  $100.00 down. 
).A.C, 
~t up and delivered 
:ades welcome 
?hone collect 591-5101 
elf 
_1 
sealed tender, to be opened 
at the hour of auction and 
treated as one bid. 
Particulars may be ob- 
rained from the Regional 
Manager, Market Place, 
Prince Rupert, VSJ 1E0 or 
the Forest Ranger, Box 215, 
Hazelton, B.C. V0J IV0. (oct 
3,10,17,24,31, Nov 7,14,21) 
NOTICE OF SUBSTANTIAL 
COMPLETION 
P,'oJect: Group Home 
Dormitory, New A.iyansh, 
B.C. 
Contracter: R. Alsop Con- 
struction Ltd. 
Owner: School District No. 
92, Nlsgha, 4548 Lakelse, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IP2. 
Take notice that as the 
named Architect in the 
contract between the Owner 
• INVITATION 
TOBID 
NOTICE TO 
CONTRACTORS 
Sealed Tenders endorsed 
"Tender for Renovations 
Mount Elizabeth Junior 
Secondary School, Kitimat, 
B.C." will be received by Mr. 
B. Gruydon, Secretary 
Treasurer, School District 
No. 80 (Kitimat), 1515 
Kingfisher, Kitimat, B.C. 
V$C IS5, up to 4:00 p,m., 
local time, October 20, 1978. 
Contractors may obtMn a 
set of construction 
documents from the ar- 
chitect on deposit of $20.00 
(Twenty Dollars) refunded 
only on return of documents 
in good condition within 10 
(Ten) days of close of, 
Tenders. Additional copies 
may be purchased at a,~o~t 
of $20,00 (Twenty Dollars) 
per set (non.refundable). 
Documents will be 
available for, inspection 
from: 
Terrace Plan Room, 
Prince George Construction 
AssodaUon, Amalgamated 
Construction Association. 
and the Contractor in the 
construction, of, the •works 
herein, I declare, that in my 
opinion, the said contract as 
at September 29, 1978, to 
have been substantially 
performed. 
George A, Killick 
KILLICK METZ BOWEN 
ROSE 
1777 West 8th Avenue 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6J 1V8 (a2.4) 
BRITISHCOLUMBIA 
HYDRO AND POWER 
AUTHORITY 
Invites tenders for 
Clearing for Section 0 - 6 of 
theSkeena X Terrac~,t3~ K'/ 
Transmission Line Right-of- 
way. Ten,ices, $~e .p:,~.L[able. • 
from 25 SO~m~{~; 1978 dl~drl' 
prepayment of $10.00 plus 
$.50 B.C.S.S. Tax for the first 
copy and $5.00 plus $.25 
B.C.S.S. Tax for each ad- 
ditional copy Non- 
Refundable. 
Reference No. 08-1376. 
Closing Date: 11 October 
1978. 
:~ 
..-~: 
°2  
• r, .~ 
H:  
" 4W"/ f  # 
Tenders must be ac- 
compunied by a certified 2560. In a recent survey, The Ri/:e Council found that  
cheque drawn in favour of ' 
the owner in the amount of 
$4,000.00 (Four Thousand 
Dollars) which will be for- 
letted on failure of tenderer 
to enter into a Contract when 
required. 
The rules of either the 
Prin~.'e George Bid 
Depository System or The 
Vancouver and Lower 
Mainland Bid Depository 
System shall not apply. 
The cheque of the suc- 
cesaful bidder will be 
returned within 10 days of 
completion of the Contraet. 
Cheques from unsuccessful 
bidders will be returned 
immediately following 
award of Contract. 
Seater Condie Associates 
4663 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B,C, 
For: 
Mr. B. Graydon 
Secretary-Treasurer 
School District No, 80 
(Kitimat) 
Kitimat, B.C. 
TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A.09997 
THERE will be offered for 
u]e at Public Auction by the 
Forest Ranger at Terrace, 
B,C., at II:00 a,m. on 
Friday, October 27, 1978, the 
Licence A-09997, to cut 51,000 
e,f. of Spruce, Cedar, 
Hemlock and trees of other 
species located Hells Gate 
Slough by Old Rome, C,R, 5 
One (1) years will be 
allowed for removal of 
timber. The successful 
tenderer will not be con- 
aldered as an established' 
licensee for the purpose of 
applying for further timber 
within the Skeena Public 
Sustained-yield Unit. 
Provided anyone who is 
unable to attend the auction 
in person may submit a 
sealed tender, to be opened 
at 'the hour of auction and 
treated as one bid. 
Particulars may be ob- 
tained from the District 
Forester, Market Place, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. vgJ IB9 
or the Forest Ranger, 4530 
Lakeke, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
IP4. (el-3) 
• ; " . ) ; '  ~., ,~.\  • 
FOR BUSY FAMILIES 
The Herald, Tuesday, October 3, 1978, Paaa 13 ice.. GARDENING 
with 
Dec Hartnoll 
TUNE YOUR LAWN MOWER, 
WINTER-WRAP NEW TREES 
AH summer long, it has kept your lawn 'manicured'. Twigs 
have gotten in the way, even rocks and stones, but it 
still got the job done. Now comes the time to retire 
your lawn mower for the season, so take it now to your 
local 'fix.it' shop to recondition it for the coming year. 
Why now? Well, a serviceman has more time and space 
in his work-shop to do a thorough job, and there won't 
be any rush to get it out for you to use tomorrow. You 
may also be able to store the machine with him over 
winter. 
If your machine was recently serviced and in good 
condition, drain the gasoline from the tank to prevent 
'gumming' during storage. 
LAWN WINTERIZING: Research as shown your lawn 
needs a good amount of phosphorus to feed the roots 
and help them survive over winter. So to maintain 
your lawn against winter ravishes, a high.phosphorus 
lawn food such as Pink Vigoro should go on before 
the heavy' snows. 
BULBS: A home looks much more attrative in spring 
when the owner has taken time to select spring flowering 
bulbs and plant them .in sight of himself and peaces-by. 
I like to have tulips, daffodils and crocuses planted not 
in a row like a Line of soklien, but where they bring out 
the beauty of the plantinl area. 
For example, a few Red Emperors planted among ever- 
greens brings out the colors of both. Even some dwarf 
(low-growing) daffodils are interesting among the 
evergreens, and are even better when the evergreen 
Is planted on the lawn as s specimen, 
There is no set time for plantinS flowering bulbs, only 
that daffodils should be planted irectly after they're 
bought. Tulips and other bulbs ~an be planted in 
December if the weather is in your favor and the soil 
Is workable. 
Bone meal can be used on the planting area. It's slow 
acting but if applied in mid-November, it'll become 
available in late March or early April. Spread any extra 
over the lawn and the vegetable growing area which 
will be dug over to fallow over winter. 
NEWLY PLANTED TREES: Trees should be protected 
during their first and second winter after planting. The 
trunk should be wrapped in burlap strips or 'tree-wrap'. 
It will prevent dehydration csused by severe winter 
winds. 
With young trees, especially fruit trees with thin bark, get 
half-inch chicken wire to wrap around the trunk to 
prevent mice and rabbits from chewing on the bark. 
FEED INDOOR PLANTS: Your hou~ plants will require ' 
feeding, especially African Violets. At a meeting of the 
Canadian African Violet Society last May, Slyvia 
Richardson, an award winner st the show, deserlbed 
results she had with Visoro African Potting Soil, and Dinner is the "together" meal advlsed other member= to use it. 
INDOOR EVERGREENS: Plants such as Philodendrons, 
Sanseveria, Pothos, and many othsrs that produce good 
Sealed tenders clearly ,, ,, mark,~l as above-~'eferenced~, Wi'fh more  and more women working outside rice was considered a d inner  i tem by 81 . foilaga, including the Ficu= Elutiea (Rubber Plant) 
will be received in K.oom. ,.:t[~e home, family..:members.ar(~~t~.¢,~he~s,i~j~rc.e..nt..w.h!l.e :only 11 percent thought to serve ,, should be fed with a plant food dedgned from them, 
• and i t  would be available as a water Soluble f e ~  
1026, B.C;~Hydro and.Power , :various;. Iocations:-  off ice, sch~!~p'actory, the ' .  r ice at  noon. " , . . . .  • "  
Authority Building, 970 local fast food spot, and even on 'a i r l ine  f l lghfs.  • Why do we th ink to serve r ice in the evening? at most florIsts throughout Cenads. " " 
Burrard Street, Vancouver, And breakfasts are  often eaten on the run. So i t  In spite of the fact that  r ice has been around for Have a real fine holiday ===on coming up, and plan a 
B.C. v6g IV3 until 11:00 a.m. good garden for 1979. local time, 11 October 1978. is lhe evening meal that is the main concern for centuries, i# seems to fit right in with the "quick, 
Details may be obtained 'the homemaker. And it needsto bee meal that yet nutritious" requirements of the busy 
from the office of the Pur- can be prepared quickll/, yet one thai is still household. It cooks in 15 minutes or less and can 
chasing Agent, 1Oth Floor, nutritious. Concern for the health of her family be ready to accompany lust about any entree ~ I ra__  
970couver,BUrrardB.c.Street,v6z Van-ly3, .is not forgotten just because the schedule gets even if that entree just has to be heated. Start ~ ? ~ ~ N  P~l~ a " 
telephone 663-2577 and 663- ;busy and t ime is at a p remium,  ther i ce  f i rst  and everyth ing wi l l  st i l l  come out b~ ~ "~ 
• even. A s imple  salad wi l l  complete the meal .  I a~'-'~¢f TO FIND OUT WtlATZ 
' Shop" to reduce insurance rates 
Insurance premiuins react In' Parficularb hard hit were the 1975. meant dramatically ira- 
the number and dollar value of auto and propert) areas, the two proved results fiw alnlost all 
ina.i~w liaes ~,f covervge, where 
claims costs were aft'~cted by 
annual inflatinn rates of 20 per 
Cel l l  and More  f i l r  auto  parts. 
building supplies and labour. In 
order to protect their solvency 
and. hopcfulb,, restore some 
setnbha~ce of"profitability, all 
conlpanies increased their rates, 
often b% vet) substantial 
alnounts, "For example, it) 1975 
persnna]  auto  rates  inc reased  
25-30 per cent .n average. 
In 1976. la )dah~O USe ol'seat 
hells and lower speed limits 
rcsnlled in a rednced number of 
claims. This. combined with the 
effect of the price increases, of 
companies. This improvement i  
profits continued through 1977. 
:rod under anti-inflation 
~uidelines, some $1(X) million 
vas  dee lned  excess  revenue and 
had to he returned to [mlicy 
holders. Under the terms of. 
colnpli;mce phms filed by com- 
pauies with the Anti-Inflation 
Bnard. this money was and is 
being returned hy way of rebate 
cheques, discounts on renewal. 
premium rcductinns and cost 
ahstwption - -  fi~regoing other- 
wise justifiable increases in rates. 
The net result is that premium 
rates are currently running at 
approximately 1975 levels, in 
spite of increased costs of parts 
and labour. 
Whether ates can continue to 
hnhJ steady through the next 
twelve nlunths depends toa large 
extent on climatic c~mditions 
over the coming winter ntonths 
and the ability of the driving 
public to avoid mu or accidents. 
The incidence ~if ire is the h g 
factor in prope.rty insurance and 
many compames are reducing 
Ihcir ates to policyholders whose 
properties are equipped with 
smoke detectors. 
All property and casualty in- 
surance companies must operate 
within the anti-inflation 
guidelines through December 31 
of this year. and excess revenue 
earned this year will have to be 
relurned to the market.place in 
1979. 
• 'shopping around" fi)r au- 
tomobile and hnmeowner's or 
tenant's insurance is the best way 
to make sure they are paying the 
]OV,'¢SI p re ln Jun ls .  Various fac- 
tors. including the return of close 
t~ $100 million in excess revenue 
to the murkeplacc, have made 
bargains available to those wil- 
ling to get quotes from a number 
of insurance ompanies and in- 
dependenl agents. 
Actress 
marries 
MYSTIC, Coon. ,IAP) -- 
Actress Meryl Slreep, who 
won an Emmy Award for her 
role in the Holocaust 
television minlserles, has 
married art lst -sculptoz 
Donald Gummer. 
The marriage took place 
Saturday at the home of Miss 
Streep's parents on Mason's 
Island. The couple lives in 
New York City, 
TO WHOM iT MAY CON-' 
CERN: Con~u,ners are :tdvised to shop 
I, Ron Pongraczwill not be carefully for their insurance 
responsible for any bills or needs in order to take advantage 
debts incurred by my wife, of the bargains available due to 
as of this date October 2, the anli-hfl'lalhm guidelines and 
1978. ' market fiwccs. 
Ron Pongracz. (p10-13) For at least the next twelve 
months, ennsu:ners will find that 
Weaner pigs for sale. 635. 
4269. (p5-4) 
claims that insurance ompanies 
must pay. When the value of 
claims goes up, insurers raise 
rates to compensate. When the 
value of claims goes down. 
insurance companies use the 
extra money to freeze or even 
lower premiums, hoping to at- 
tract more custolrlers and there- 
fore gain a greater share of the 
market. 
In 1973. 1974 and Iq75. 
insurers uffered unprecedented 
claims losses, t~ltalling $530 
million fi~r the three years. The 
reason fi)r these huge losses was 
a sharp and c.ntinuing increases 
in claims costs. 
One year old gelding. One 
seven year old Welsh pony. 
Both with saddles and 
bridles. 635.4596. (Io6.6) 
Manpower job opportunities 
PIZZA COOK - Mature clean 
cut person. Experience not 
necessary. $3.75 per hr. DOE 
neg. two positions. 
COOKS HELPER Ex- 
perience required. $3.75 per 
hr .  
REQUIRED SEVERAL 
WAITER'S & WAITRESSES - 
In Terrace. Full and part 
time jobs. 
REQUIRED SEVl~RAL 
BABYSITTERS - In 
Terrace. Full and part time 
jobs. 
LIVE IN HOUSEKEEPER - 
Temporary position, About 
one month. $20 per day plus 
free room & board. 
AIR TRCK. DRILLER 
Temporary 2 me. Must be 
experienced. Room & board 
available, $10-$10.50 per hr. 
SHINGLE SAWYER - Fully 
experienced only. $5.00 per 
sq. 
SHEET METAL WORKER- 
Must be experienced, Ap- 
prentice wP, h 2 or more 
years experience would be 
acceptable, Union wage, 2 
positions. / 
ASST. PROJECT 
MANAGER - $138 per week, 
to re.ordinate utors. 
GROUP HOME ASST. - To 
work with 'at risks' 
teenagers to develop 
recreational and vocational 
activities. $850. per me. 
GROUP HOME RELIEF 
PARENTS - 8 days per 
month, Must have previous 
experience. Must be a 
couple. $840 per me, 
COUNSELOR 2 - BSW.RSW 
or university degree in 
Social Sciences, $1300 per 
me, 
PRE SCHOOL TEACIIERS - 
Must be qualified with 
certificate, 
SUBSTITUTE TEACHER - 
Stewart area. 
FIELD WORKERS - Tutors, 
$138 per week, 
COED TEEN CO- 
ORDINATOR" Part time, 
evenings. $5;$6 per hr. 
PHYSICIAN. " General 
ppractitioner. 18-12 - 15-1.79, 
eds., gynecology and ob- 
statrlco, 
4 REGISTERED NURSES - 
For hospital, Shift work 
involved. Various stations 
available including ICU, me. 
* , f  , ¢ ' p~ 
Med,-Surg. and general 
duties. 
CLERK TYPIST - 30 WPM. 
$3,15-$4 per hr, 
LOANS CLERK - 45 WPM 
typing. $675 per me, 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
TYPIST - 60 WPM typing, 
BOOKKEEPING CLERK - 2 
yrs. office experience. $4.50 
per hr. 
ACCOUNTING 
TECHNICIAN - Formal 
education in bookkeeping 
and-or experience. $800.$1000 
per me. 
SALESMAN - Experience 
preferred. Must be familiar 
with building trade. Have 
own transportation, 
ASSISTANT MANAGER 
TRAINEE - Must have grade 
12. $190 per week. 
GROCERY STORE CLERK 
- Part time. $3.25 per hr, 
Permanent po~ltion, 
ADVERTISING 
SALESPERSON- Salary 
plus for commission, 
SALES CLERK - Retail 
clothing store, $3,50 per hr. 
Part time and full time. 
COOK - Chinese, $1000 per 
REFRIGERATION 
MECHANIC- Experienced. 
Union wage,' 
CABINET REFINISHER - 
Refinishing TV & home 
entertainment system 
cabinets. $5.50.$6.50 per hr. 
SItOE REPAIRMAN - Must 
be fully qualified, $800 per 
mO.  
BODY REPAIRMAN- Fully 
qualified with TQ. 2 
positions. (1 in Terrace, 1 in 
Port elements), 
CONSTRUCTION ELEC- 
TRICIAN - Terrace. Must be 
fully qualified, Union rate. 
PROJECT FOREMAN - Job 
supervision of'at risk' youth. 
$180 per wk. 
PLUMBER o Residential- 
commercial. Must be 
journeyman. Union rate, 
CAMP MAINTENANCE 
PERSON - Must have own 
tools plus prey. experience. 
$10.15 per hr. 
COMPOSING RM, 
FOREMAN Must be 
Journeyman or have 4 yrs. 
experience. TBA. 
TYPESETTER - Must have 
keyboarding or paste-up 
experience. Min, 45 wpm 
typing. $4,00 per hr. 
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INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
gAS liAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
If you are In or thinking of getting Into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numb4H's of successful 
MohawkDeeters In C,.qedl. 
For details write to: 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C0 or Phofle: N2.M14 
MOHAWK OPFERS YOU: 
1. Indepenckmce In your oporeflcm 
2. Many money roving programs 
3. Full line of related IX'Oducte 
4. 100 percent Canadian Owned COmlNmy 
Icfl-T) 
I I 
Page 14, TI~ Herald, Tuesday, r~.tober 3, ~o7a 
~ mzssmn tomarry, but thcstateofWashingtons•ysdif. ~ C r o e  S W  Q3~le la  [ ferently. ~ 1 2 3 4 5 ~6 7 B 9 Iu ' 
' B. IN SNOHOMISH, WASH. 11 ~12 --Im 
DEAR B.: At first ! thought someone was giving me • ~15 
"Snoho" job, but a call to a Wishln&~on lawyer confirmed 14 
your facts. Thanks for the Information. 
DEAR ABBY: l have a suggestion for people who would 16 2t~B17 . rib j ~19 
I .~ , , , .  =-. .  ~ I like to leave their worldly goods to favorite relatives a, ,I 
I ~ 4~../.%, ~ I special friends. 20 ~22221 I I  
I ~  I ~m ~.  ~ I DO NOT write: "I want Sister Diane to have the gold n 
I ~ ~ ~ I brooch I got from Aunt Sophie." DO WRITE "I want my 24 25 6 
I / ~ - -  -- I sisterDianetohavemy14kt.goldbrooehlntheshapeofan 
I l ~-_ I brooch, no one may remember which one your Aunt Sophie r 
l .al l~" I i~ | gave you for your 16th birthday 55 years ago.) j ~  ~ p i  
I / •  ~ I Or, better still, if you don't have one of those instant ~ - -  37 ~ l 
I~ l~Ml l  I cameras, borrow one and take a picture of every valuable 
I , , , = ~  . . . . .  I item you own-  and write the name of the person you want 42 
- -  ~ to have it on the back of the picture. II ~ 
-- - That way there will be no misunderstanding. 46 
MRS. M. IN L.A. 
. . . .  DEAR MRS. M.: Good idea, but very few people are Rtnt  Tn l lnh  Un prepared to accept the fact that they can't take it with 
v v=~bv =v ~=~ • • them-or  iodeed, that they are even goingl 10 Ship's 
Teen Marriages record 54 One cubic 8 Barrier 32 Greek 
DEAR ABBY: Several years ago we wanted a third child. 17 Hindu decimeter 9 Made market 
We joyously welcomed a 3.year-old child into our existing ~ i 
family. My husband, our social worker and I were certain queens DOWN amends places - - , , - -  
By Abigail Van Buren the adoption would be a happy one. It wasn't. 19 -- King Cole l Author of 10 Conduct 33 Certain 
© IS /S  b /~11~1~0 Tr I t~ I .N ,Y .  N0wl  ~n0,  the  
DEAR ABBY: This is in reference to the 15-ye•r~Id girl 
who is begging her mother to let her get married: 
In some states, the decision to allow teenagers tomarry 
does not lie with the parents. 
For example, in the state of Washington, o child under 
the •go of 17 may marry to/tA or u~ithout parental consent 
without a court'• permission. Kids between 17 and 18 re- 
quire permission, After 18, they require only a witness. 
In one case, a 15-year-old girl w•spregnant bya 17-year- 
old boy. Both his family and hers triedto get the judge to let 
them get married. At first he refused because he talked to 
the kids and didn't think they were sufficiently "sincere." 
Only after they attended several months of counseling did 
the judge feel they were ready for marriage, after which he 
gave his consent. 
Another case: A 16-ye•r-old girl asked for permission to 
get married because she was pregnant. The judge refused, 
saying that wasn't a good enough reason. The girl had her 
baby, waited until her 18th birthday, and then got married. 
Many parents feel it is their right to give or withhold per- 
l still feel the pain of the six months that child was with 
us. So much had happened in her little life that the adjust. 
ment could not be made. At the time of our anguish, I read 
every bOok and article I could find about adoption. No one 
mentioned the pitfalls or even the possibility of an unsuc- 
cessful adoption - only t he glowing accounts of the "hannilv. 
V " " - - "  " e er-after successfuladophons. 
I have been tempted to publish the story of our failure, 
but I hesitate because 1 don't want to discourage others 
from adopting children who desperately need a loving home. 
One of the most difficult hings we had to deal with was a 
problem no one mentioned- the sexually abused child, As I 
write this I can still hear the child's screams as my loving • 
husband tried to hold her. We finally understood when she 
told us in detail how *'that bad man" had hurt her. 
We had hoped that our patience, kindness and love would 
help. Perhaps it d id-but not enough. 
ANONYMOUS, PLEASE 
Am your problems too heavy to handle-Io-e? Let Abby 
help you. For a persomd, unpublished reply, write: Abby: 
Box 89700, Los Angeles, CaUf. 90069. Euclo~ • stamped, 
ulf-eddressed nvelope. 
20 Indonesians 
of Mindanao 
Flour-de- - 
~3 Bright star 
in Lyra 
24 Perfume 
ingredient 
Scented 
ointments 
28 Viet - -  
30 Labium 
31 Moslem fast 
Leg of l amb 
39 Seaweed 
product 
~ Speed up 
an engine 
"In Cold 11 Kind of U.S. soldier 
Blood" goose 
Average solution time: 22 min. 34 Not pos. 
~ ~ 1 ~  3s In abun- 
A C) N dance 
Cicero, 
- -~ IMFAIN IY IA I~IA IL I  for one 
38 Wyoming 
peak: 
Grand -- 
41 Author: 
Gore -- 
44 Network 
45 Goddess 
• (Hinduism) 
9-30 48 Unhappy 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 50 - in on 
CRYPT~U~P 9-30 
R PWVRX BCW PW ACWZVB FT  o 
MXMRV FVBPCWVZ TDPRCAVZ 
DVCA 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- CITY APOTHECARY HATES TO 
ROLL PILLS. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: A equals T 
C ~  is a simple sulMUtutlon cipher In wldch each 
letter used stands for another. It you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O flu~ugbeut the puzzle. F~lle letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
©1978 King Forums Syndicate, Inc. 
Horoscope 
Fnnces Drake 
would prevent interference ; ; :C~R~; : : : :  :~  ~ 
with your plans. Don't let 
anyone or anything keep you 
from pursuing worthwhile Health, recreational and 
objectives, intellectual pursuits are 
V1RGO ~ favored, as are artistlce in- 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) ~ terests. You should have 
l P lanetary influences Some situations highly smooth going. 
somewhat mixed, but mystifying. Don't fret: You'll PISCES 20) )~ '  
generally m the favorable only worsen matters. Rather, (Feb. 20 to Mar. 
Mdu. You may get unexpectod see ff you can get some Don'tbethrownoffgeardby 
help in a pem)unl problem background information to fancy-sounding but possibly 
through a business associate, help clarify the situation, misleading propositions. 
TAURUS Study the overall picture. 
(Apr. 21 to May 2t) U~ LIBRA (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) J ' L~ '~ Where there is PEAL value, 
,Some surprising changes -- You may have a hankering don't hesitate. 
lot the most part bonefldal, to do something Illogical. 
depending on how well Better think about the con- YOU BORN TODAY are 
managed. A good chance for sequences to yourself, and to endowed with great dignity 
C?~.~Ig. -a  profitable others. Be alert and per- and charm; are intellectual 
lflR~ndal, l~msaetie~..., ceptive, and artistic in your leanings, 
GEMINI - r ~  . SCORPIO ~ fastidious in your tastes. The 
(May 22 to June 21) (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) I~  Libran can become an out. 
Day may be somewhat If you have any doubt about standing leader in almost any 
irritating In spots -- either projects, reconsider -- but field -- but especially in the 
]trough business associates subdue unreasonable fears, judiciary where his sense of 
who are di~lcult or due to Give a thought to earlier justice and equilibrium would 
rune mlsimderstunding with successful moves. They could shine. You also have a gift for 
your mate. But hang In there: guide you now. words and this talent, coupled 
Late p.m. hours ~ould find SAGrrrARIUS X¢ .~2~ with an unusual fluency of 
,problems olved. (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) expression, would make you a 
CANCEB writer or lecturer of rare 
(June 22 to July 23) i~ l~ Don't lose patience with slower, even aggravating ability. Your love d tradition 
Financial matters have an persons. It will only upset you and heritage attracts you to 
element of risk, so make your and may result in dispute, l history, archaeology, and the 
moves slowly and Avoid . pessimists and classical art forms, lr you do 
de l iberate ly .  Persona l  troublemakers, not take up one o~ the arts as a 
relationships, however, CAPRICORN o . J t - -~ career, you may pursue one or 
prombe to be exceptionally (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V'J)b~t" more avoeatlonally. Blr- 
congenial. "Retreat," a word not thdates of :Gore Vidal, 
LEO renowned novelist; George 
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